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Abstract

We study the nonlinear pricing of goods whose usage generates revenue for the seller

and of which buyers can freely dispose. The optimal price schedule is a multi-part tariff,

featuring tiers within which buyers pay a marginal price of zero. We apply our model

to digital goods, for which advertising, data generation, and network effects make usage

valuable, but monitoring legitimate usage is infeasible. Our results rationalize common

pricing schemes including free products, free trials, and unlimited subscriptions. The

possibility of free disposal harms producer and consumer welfare and makes both less

sensitive to changes in usage-based revenue and demand.

Digital goods often feature tiers of service within which marginal prices are zero. That

is, they are sold according to multi-part tariffs. For example, making Google searches or

browsing Facebook posts is always free; streaming certain movies from Amazon Prime’s

library is free after paying for a subscription, while additional movies can be streamed for

a price; and reading Wall Street Journal articles is free on the margin for anyone up to a

trial limit, and free for paid subscribers in unlimited quantities. A common theme in each of

these cases is that the seller can monetize the buyer’s time and attention via other channels,
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like serving advertisements, collecting valuable data, generating network effects, or addicting

users. This indirect revenue is big business for the internet’s largest players—for example,

Google, Facebook, and Amazon respectively made 98%, 108%, and 60% of their net profit

in 2020 from advertisement.1

But the fact that indirect revenue can make zero-marginal-price units profitable does not

explain why they are optimal. The classical theory of nonlinear pricing as screening (Mussa

and Rosen, 1978; Maskin and Riley, 1984; Wilson, 1993) predicts that sellers should use

smoothly varying marginal prices, instead of tiers of zero marginal prices, to extract maximal

profits.2 Understanding multi-part tariffs requires an alternative economic mechanism.

In this paper, we introduce a nonlinear pricing model with the following form of non-

contractibility: once the buyer purchases the right to use a good, the seller cannot fully

enforce the good’s utilization. The scope for under-utilizing digital goods—and its potential

influence on digital markets—is perhaps best illustrated by the historical failure of “pay-to-

click” businesses that try to incentivize valuable usage (e.g., to pay people to see advertise-

ments), only to be defrauded by users’ simple cheating strategies (e.g., having a computer

script click through a website).3 Our model captures this key issue: providers cannot contract

upon legitimate, valuable usage, or otherwise prevent fraudulent, valueless usage.

Our main result is that the optimal price schedule in the presence of under-utilization and

usage-derived revenue is a multi-part tariff. Intuitively, non-contractibility of usage prevents

sellers from charging negative marginal prices, which they would like to do to encourage

valuable usage. Thus, they instead charge a price of zero on the margin. The remainder of

our analysis explores the structure of multi-part tariffs and their welfare implications.

Model. As in the classical nonlinear pricing framework, buyers differ in their demand for

the product, represented by a scalar, privately known type, and have quasilinear utility in

money. Higher types correspond with higher demand for the product, embedded in the

familiar assumptions that preferences are convex and satisfy strict single-crossing. The

seller values transfers as well as usage-derived revenues from advertisement, data generation,

network effects, and/or user addiction. To model non-contractibility of usage, we give buyers

the ability to use less than they are allocated—for instance, if a buyer purchases the right

1Net advertisement revenue figures are analyst estimates by eMarketer (eMarketer Insider Intelligence,
2020), and net income is from financial statements as collected by the Wall Street Journal.

2As we clarify in Section II, pooling of many buyer types, as is standard under “ironed solutions,” is
unrelated to the issue of zero marginal pricing: under pooling, many buyers purchase the same amount of
the good for the same price, but additional units of the good still have a strictly positive marginal price.
Models with discrete buyer types or bang-bang solutions can also generate weakly optimal multi-part tariffs,
but make the counterfactual prediction that no buyer ever consumes in the region with zero marginal prices.

3In Section I.B, we discuss the case study of the pay-to-click AllAdvantage.com, and how modern legal
infrastructure is designed to prevent platforms from compelling users to engage with advertisements.
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to spend y hours on an online platform, they may choose to spend x ≤ y hours.

The seller chooses an arbitrary price schedule that assigns a price to each level of pur-

chases. Buyers first decide how much to purchase, and then what to use, within the scope of

what is permitted by the contract. We study the problem of how to design the price schedule

optimally, taking both of the buyers’ decisions into account.

Optimal Pricing. We characterize the seller’s optimal pricing when buyers can freely

dispose of what they purchase. The induced levels of buyer usage in the optimum cap the

seller’s preferred usage (i.e., what the seller would sell were usage fully contractible) with

buyers’ bliss points (i.e., what buyers would use were the product free).4 The corresponding

price schedule is flat whenever buyers consume their bliss points, since the marginal value of

additional usage to the buyer is zero. Thus, sellers price according to multi-part tariffs.

We next explore the structure of multi-part tariffs. We show zero marginal pricing applies

to more units of the good when there are greater marginal revenues from usage (e.g., from

advertising) and smaller marginal information rents, or costs of screening. Intuitively, usage-

derived revenue makes higher usage more attractive, while information rents distort down

the amount of usage for all but the highest type.

The shape of these competing effects determines where in the price schedule zero-marginal-

price regions emerge. Figure 1 previews four of the pricing schemes that our model can

generate. Free pricing, in which all units have zero marginal price (e.g., Google search or

Facebook), occurs when marginal revenues from usage globally dominate marginal informa-

tion rents. Freemium pricing or free trial pricing, in which initial units of the good have

zero marginal price and all subsequent “add-on” units have positive marginal price (e.g., the

mobile game “Candy Crush Saga”), occurs when usage-derived revenues are highly concave

(e.g., because unique users generate valuable data) and overwhelm information rents for

only low-usage buyers. Premium pricing, in which initial units of the good are sold for a

strictly positive marginal price and subsequent units are sold for zero marginal price (e.g.,

Amazon Prime Video), occurs when usage-derived revenue dominates information rents for

only high-usage buyers. Indeed, as information rents vanish for the highest-usage buyers,

globally positive marginal revenue from usage always generates a “premium tier.” Thus,

hybrid pricing schemes like the combination of a free trial and premium plan (e.g., The Wall

Street Journal) can occur with sufficiently concave and increasing revenues from usage.

Welfare Implications. We finally use our results to understand the effects on buyer wel-

fare of both contractible usage and changes in the structure of demand and revenue. First,

4Formally, we show this under the technical conditions that virtual surplus is strictly single-crossing in
usage and agents’ types, and that virtual surplus is strictly quasiconcave in usage. In Online Appendix B.1,
we relax the first of these assumptions.
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Figure 1: Example multi-part tariffs, which are derived in Section III.

while non-contractibility improves buyer welfare under a fixed price schedule, all buyers

would obtain greater welfare with perfectly contractible usage under the corresponding op-

timal price schedule. The intuition for this result is that the lack of contractibility of usage,

which enables buyers to escape being forced to use the good, also prevents them from being

paid compensating differentials for usage, which leads to forgone gains from trade. Second,

in the absence of contractible usage, buyer welfare is less sensitive to changes in marginal

usage-derived revenue. These results echo popular claims, made especially about social media

products, that users are not fairly remunerated for “being the product, not the consumer.”5

Related Literature. The closest theoretical analysis to ours is by Grubb (2009), who

demonstrates the optimality of three-part tariffs when selling to over-confident consumers

who can freely dispose of the purchased good.6 In Online Appendix C.3, we show how the

setting of Grubb (2009) can be mapped to our framework, with overconfidence mapping

to a particular kind of external revenue function. By considering a richer class of external

revenue functions, our analysis endogenizes a richer set of pricing schemes and is applicable

to a greater number of settings.

Our analysis relates to a literature on pricing under various constraints. Sundararajan

(2004) studies non-linear pricing of information goods when the seller faces a “transaction

cost” of measuring provision of the good, and derives an optimal tiered pricing schedule.

Our analysis, by contrast, endogenizes multi-part tariffs as an optimal strategy in light of

under-utilization. Amelio and Jullien (2012) and Choi and Jeon (2021) study markets with

constraints for non-negative linear pricing and how bundling products across markets can

effectively subvert such constraints. We complement this line of research by studying the

non-linear pricing problem, albeit in a single market. Sartori (2021) studies the provision of

5As one example, Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak had the following to say about why he deleted his
personal Facebook account: “(Facebook’s) profits are all based on the user’s info, but the users get none of
the profits back (. . . .) As they say, with Facebook, you are the product” (Guynn and McCoy, 2018).

6Free disposal is also relevant for the sale of information goods, where agents may choose to optimally
disregard information (see, e.g., Bergemann, Bonatti and Smolin, 2018).
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goods that can be freely duplicated and damaged by the seller (as opposed to being freely

disposed by the buyers). The optimal allocation in this setting exhibits inefficient bunching

of types, without generating multi-part tariffs.

Our results fit into a theoretical literature on mechanism design with ex post moral hazard

(e.g., Laffont and Tirole, 1986; Carbajal and Ely, 2013; Strausz, 2017; Gershkov et al., 2021;

Yang, 2022). However, given its focus on the possibility of under-utilization, our model of ex

post moral hazard has a specific structure that admits tractable analysis and, at the same

time, has previously not been analyzed.

Outline. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section I introduces our model. Section

II solves for optimal contracts with free disposal. Section III studies the occurrence and

structure of optimal multi-part tariffs. Section IV studies the welfare implications of non-

contractible usage. Section V concludes.

I Model

A Consumer Demand

There is a single good that can be bought and consumed in amounts x ∈ X = [0, x]. There

is a unit measure of consumers with privately known type θ ∈ Θ = [0, 1] that parameterizes

their demand. The type distribution F ∈ ∆(Θ) admits a density f that is bounded away

from zero on Θ. For example, x might be the time that an agent spends on an online

platform, and θ shifts how much they enjoy this activity.

Consumers’ type-specific preferences over consumption are represented by a twice con-

tinuously differentiable utility function u : X ×Θ→ R. We assume that higher types value

consumption more and that all types have single-peaked preferences over consumption with

the following three conditions: (i) u satisfies strict single-crossing in (x, θ);7 (ii) for each

x ∈ X, u(x, ·) is monotone increasing over Θ; and (iii) for each θ ∈ Θ, u(·, θ) is strictly

quasiconcave over X. All consumer types value zero consumption the same as their outside

option payoff, which we normalize to zero, or u(0, θ) = 0 for all types θ ∈ Θ. Agents have

quasilinear preferences over consumption and money t ∈ R, so their total payoff is u(x, θ)−t.

B Under-Utilization

The primary departure of our analysis from traditional non-linear pricing is the ability of

consumers to under-utilize what they buy at zero cost. A consumer buying y can consume

7For avoidance of ambiguity, we mean that uxθ > 0, as per, for example, Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007).
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any x ∈ [0, y]. That is, they can freely dispose of purchased goods.

We argue that free disposal describes feasible contracting in digital goods markets, our

primary application. For example, the Wall Street Journal can measure if a given consumer

loads an article, but not if they actually read it. Likewise, Google can register that a search

has been made, but not that this is done by a human as opposed to a bot.

Perhaps the most direct evidence for the non-contractibility of consumption is provided

by the failure of “pay-to-click” internet businesses. One case study is the rise and fall of

AllAdvantage.com, a venture that paid users to view a permanent banner ad when browsing

the internet. The New York Times, who interviewed the company’s founder as well as eager

customers, asked “Can it Pay to Surf the Web?” in a July 1, 1999, headline (Guernsey,

1999). But AllAdvantage.com was quickly bogged down by users’ finding simple ways to

automate web surfing. This was concisely summarized in the headline of a Wired magazine

article from July 10, 2000, which (unintentionally) answers the Times ’ original question:

“It Pays to Cheat, Not to Surf” (Kang, 2000). In our model’s language, consumers could

purchase y hours of time browsing the internet with the AllAdvantage banner, but then

under-utilize to consume x ≤ y hours, with the residual y − x hours handled by bots.

C Production and Revenues

The seller’s revenue derives from two sources. The first is the total transfer from all buyers

to the seller. The second is revenue that derives from consumers’ usage of the good, net of

production costs. This is represented by a continuously differentiable π : X ×Θ→ R.8 The

seller values zero consumption the same as their outside option revenue from not selling the

product at all, which we normalize to zero, or π(0, θ) = 0 for all θ ∈ Θ.

We have four primary justifications for usage-dependent revenue π for digital goods.

Advertisement. Digital goods are commonly bundled with revenue-generating advertise-

ments. For example, Google search results, Facebook social feeds, and Wall Street Journal

articles all include advertisements. In these and other online settings, advertisers can di-

rectly measure both the number of times an advertisement is loaded (impressions) and the

number of times an advertisement is clicked. Payments from the advertiser to the platform

commonly depend ex post on both impressions and clicks per impression (click through rate).

We model these payments via our π as functions of platform consumption x, rather than

purchases y—a Wall Street Journal user must load the article containing an advertisement,

and perhaps click on it, to register a payment. We argue that the metaphor also applies

8It may be reasonable to assume that production costs depend on the allocation rather than consumption
of the good. But if costs are monotone, it is straightforward to argue that the seller will never produce more
than is consumed and “waste” the product, leading to a representation of costs in terms of usage.
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when human and automated usage of online platforms may be substituted for one another.

The aforementioned AllAdvantage failed because advertisers refused to pay out for inauthen-

tic, bot-derived clicks. Modern advertisement contracts, having internalized the mistakes of

the AllAdvantage era, tie payouts explicitly to “valid,” human-derived clicks and impres-

sions. As one example, the terms and conditions of Google AdSense, a popular service for

adding advertisements to a webpage, define invalid activity as that “solicited or generated

by payment of money, false representation, or requests for end-users to click on Ads or take

other actions” (Google AdSense, 2020). For the erstwhile AllAdvantage.com, or any modern

website monetized via AdSense, only human consumption x translates into revenue, while

any bot-derived residual y − x does not.

The function π is a possibly type-dependent mapping from usage to advertisement rev-

enue. This subsumes details of consumer behavior and the advertisement contract, such as

the rate with which consumers click advertisements and the payment per click.

Data Collection. A trend in digital advertising over the last decade is the rise of targeted

advertisements tuned toward individuals’ interests as revealed by their online activity.9 This

phenomenon has helped open up a “data economy” in which producers profit from collecting

information about consumers, either directly via selling data to marketing intermediaries or

indirectly via applying data toward internal advertisement. As in the advertisement case,

we use the function π to model the reduced-form “usage to revenue” schedule subsuming the

translation of usage into data and the valuation of that data.

Network Effects. Social media platforms, matching and networking services (e.g., Tinder

and LinkedIn), online games (e.g., Fortnite and Candy Crush Saga), and content-streaming

platforms with social rating systems (e.g., Netflix and Hulu) rely on active use to boost the

appeal of their product. In Online Appendix C.1, we describe how a simple model in which

platform externalities generate network effects can micro-found an external revenue function

π by affecting all agents’ willingness to pay to participate in the platform. The framework

can accommodate locally positive social externalities, as suggested by the previous examples,

as well as negative externalities, due for instance to crowd-out or congestion.

Addiction. Conventional wisdom and recent empirical evidence (Allcott, Gentzkow and

Song, 2022) suggest that addicted users are a major source of demand for phone apps and

social media services. In particular, assume that the quantity x′ ∈ X purchased tomorrow by

each consumer is increasing in their “addictive” consumption today x ∈ X, establishing an

indirect link between current consumption x and future payments t′. Our revenue function

9A report by IHS Markit estimated that, in Europe, advertising that used behavioral data comprised
86% of all programmatic digital advertising (IHS Markit, 2017)
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π captures this effect in reduced form. In Online Appendix C.2, we illustrate how selling to

myopic consumers with habit formation gives rise to an identical nonlinear pricing problem

to the one we study, where π is the future revenue obtained by addicting agents today.10

D The Nonlinear Pricing Problem

The seller’s problem is to design a total revenue maximizing price schedule T : X → R,11

where T (y) is the payment from a consumer purchasing y ∈ X. Following the choice of T ,

each type θ ∈ Θ chooses whether to buy anything, how much to purchase ξ(θ) ∈ X, and how

much to ultimately consume φ(θ) ∈ [0, ξ(θ)]. As is standard, we assume that the purchase

and consumption functions ξ : Θ→ X and φ : Θ→ X are the revenue-maximizing selections

from the buyers’ demand correspondence. Hence, the seller’s problem can be formulated as:

(1)

sup
φ,ξ,T

∫
Θ

(π(φ(θ), θ) + T (ξ(θ))) dF (θ)

s.t. φ(θ) ∈ arg max
x∈[0,ξ(θ)]

u(x, θ) for all θ ∈ Θ (O)

ξ(θ) ∈ arg max
y∈X

{
max
x∈[0,y]

u(x, θ)− T (y)

}
for all θ ∈ Θ (IC)

u(φ(θ), θ)− T (ξ(θ)) ≥ 0 for all θ ∈ Θ (IR)

The first constraint (O), or Obedience, establishes that each consumer θ chooses their optimal

level of consumption φ(θ) by optimally under-utilizing their initial purchase ξ(θ). The second

constraint (IC), or Incentive Compatibility, embodies the consumers’ optimal purchase ξ(θ),

taking into account their subsequent ability to under-utilize. The final constraint (IR), or

Individual Rationality, ensures that all consumers are willing to participate.12

II Optimal Pricing

We first characterize the solutions of the seller’s pricing problem (Equation 1). We then use

a simple closed-form example, inspired by our digital goods applications, to both illustrate

this result and show that it can imply the optimality of a multi-part tariff, a price schedule

featuring units sold for a marginal price of zero.

10Our interpretations of our welfare results do not hold in this case, as π captures future consumption.
11We use R to mean R ∪ {−∞,∞}.
12Ensuring participation of all types is without loss of optimality for the seller owing to their ability to

sell nothing and charge a price of zero, given the outside option of zero.
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A Characterization of Optimal Pricing

We first define some important objects in which the optimal pricing schedule will be ex-

pressed. We define the consumer-optimal consumption of type θ as the function φA : Θ→ X:

(2) φA(θ) = arg max
x∈X

u(x, θ)

This is unique and increasing because of the strict quasiconcavity of u(·, θ) in x for all θ ∈ Θ

and strict single-crossing of u in (x, θ). In a digital-platform example, φA(θ) is the amount

of time that type θ would optimally spend on the platform were it freely available.

Second, we define the virtual surplus function J : X ×Θ→ R:

(3) J(x, θ) = π(x, θ) + u(x, θ)− 1− F (θ)

f(θ)
uθ(x, θ)

This is the total surplus π+u, net of the information rents required to ensure local incentive

compatibility. For the remaining analysis, we will assume that the function J satisfies strict

single-crossing in (x, θ) and is strictly quasiconcave in x. These standard technical assump-

tions guarantee that virtual surplus has a unique maximum and is maximized pointwise

under the optimal contract, thereby ruling out cases with bunching, or multiple agent types’

consuming the same bundle.13 Therefore, there is a unique, increasing producer-optimal

consumption level φP : Θ→ X:

(4) φP (θ) = arg max
x∈X

J(x, θ)

Continuing our example, a revenue-maximizing seller would induce a type-θ consumer to

spend φP (θ) time on the platform were usage perfectly contractible.

With these definitions in hand, we state our result describing optimal pricing:

Proposition 1 (Optimal Pricing). In any optimal contract, consumption is given by:

(5) φ∗ = min{φP , φA}
13In Online Appendix B.1, we relax the single-crossing assumption on J , strengthen strict quasiconcavity

to strict concavity, and show how to adapt our analysis to settings which feature canonical bunching.
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The optimal price schedule for all x ∈ [φ∗(0), φ∗(1)] is uniquely given by:14

(6) T ∗(x) = u(φ∗(0), 0) +

∫ x

φ∗(0)

ux(z, φ
∗−1

(z)) dz

Moreover, purchases are part of an optimal contract if and only if they are a selection from

the correspondence Ξφ∗ : Θ ⇒ X:15

(7) Ξφ∗(θ) =

{φ∗(θ)} if φ∗(θ) < φA(θ)[
φA(θ), infθ′∈[θ,1]

{
φ∗(θ′) : φ∗(θ′) < φA(θ′)

}]
if φ∗(θ) = φA(θ)

The proofs of this and all other results are in Online Appendix A. The first part of this

result says that consumption in any optimal contract is the producer-optimal consumption

level capped by the consumer-optimal consumption level. To understand this result, first

observe that forcing a buyer to consume beyond their bliss-point level violates Obedience—

they would avail of free disposal to consume less and reach their bliss point—and is therefore

impossible. It is therefore necessary that φ ≤ φA. We moreover show that φ ≤ φA, com-

bined with monotonicity of eventual consumption (also necessary for incentive compatibility

by standard arguments), is sufficient for Obedience and Incentive Compatibility. Strict qua-

siconcavity of virtual surplus then implies that simply capping the optimum in the absence

of free disposal with the bliss point is optimal.

Our argument generalizes and formalizes the following scenario. A digital platform like

Twitter might want users to spend all 24 hours of the day reading content and seeing adver-

tisements. But no contract could support this outcome—users would always prefer to use

cheating software to mimic 24-hour usage, while reducing their actual consumption to their

bliss point. This was exactly the problem that led to the downfall of AllAdvantage.com.

A natural next choice is to design incentives to induce a feasible level of Twitter consump-

tion (i.e., φ ≤ φA) that maximizes revenue as well as possible given this constraint. When

revenue is hump-shaped (i.e., strictly quasiconcave), this is achieved by enveloping over the

bliss points φA and the revenue-maximizing points φP . This is what the optimal contract

specifies.

The second part of the result derives an optimal price schedule that supports the opti-

mum, using standard arguments that invoke the necessity of local Incentive Compatibility

14We define the inverse of a continuous consumption function φ : Θ → X on [φ∗(0), φ∗(1)] as the stan-
dard inverse on (φ∗(0), φ∗(1)), extended to the boundaries with φ−1(φ∗(0)) = limx→+φ∗(0) φ

−1(x) and
φ−1(φ∗(1)) = limx→−φ∗(1) φ

−1(x). When φ∗(0) = φ∗(1), we set φ−1(φ∗(0)) = 0.
15With the convention that if the set over which the infimum is taken is empty, then the infimum is equal

to the supremum of the codomain of the relevant objective function. For example, ∞ for R, and 1 for [0, 1].
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constraints. This price schedule is uniquely pinned down on the space of consumed amounts,

X∗ = [φ∗(0), φ∗(1)], the image of Θ under the optimal consumption function. Away from

this interval, there are many available options. For example, the seller can always offer a

monotone price schedule by charging T (φ∗(0)) for all x < φ∗(0) and setting an infinite price

for all x > φ∗(1).16 For the remainder of the analysis, we restrict attention to T ∗ : X∗ → R
and study its properties in detail.

The third part of the result characterizes the set of type-specific purchases that support

the optimum. This always includes simply setting purchases equal to consumption. However,

when the constraint of free disposal binds, there are many possible levels of purchases which

support the optimal allocation and yield the same total revenue for the seller. More precisely,

for any interval of types for whom the constraint of under-utilization is binding, it is possible

to have each type purchase any amount between their own bliss-point and the bliss-point of

the highest type in that interval. An important implication of this multiplicity is that the

seller may find it optimal not to offer every level of purchases. Concretely, a possible optimal

solution for the seller is to offer only the maximum level of purchases for all types. Under

this solution, the seller offers a tiered menu, which features discrete levels of provision, a

property we explore in more detail in Section III.

B A Digital Pricing Example

We provide a more specialized intuition for the form of the optimal contract and foreshadow

its pricing implications in a closed-form example.

Example 1 (Digital Platform with Advertisement). A digital platform sells access time

x ∈ [0, 1]. Consumers have quadratic payoffs

(8) u(x, θ) = θx− x2

2

where θ is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. A consumer who spends time x on the platform

clicks on x(k−hx) advertisements, for k > 0 and h ∈ [0, k]. The assumption h ≥ 0 embodies

user fatigue from seeing the same advertisements repeatedly, and h ≤ k ensures that total

clicks remain positive. Each click yields revenue p > 0 for the seller. Moreover, serving time

x to the consumer has a constant marginal cost c. The seller’s revenue function is therefore

(9) π(x, θ) =

(
Revenue

Click
· Clicks

Time
− Cost

Time

)
· Time = αx− β

2
x2

16In Section III.C, we also give sufficient conditions for optimal price schedules to be flat for x ≥ φ∗(1),
capturing the idea of unlimited subscriptions.
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where we define α = pk − c and β = 2ph.

We can use Proposition 1 to solve for the seller’s optimal pricing in this setting. The

consumer-optimal and seller-optimal consumption levels, which respectively maximize pay-

offs u and virtual surplus J , are

(10) φA(θ) = θ and φP (θ) = max

{
0,min

{
1,
α + 2θ − 1

β + 1

}}
There are two possibilities for the shape of φ∗ = min{φA, φP}. If β ≥ 1, corresponding to

high concavity of the revenue function (e.g., high user fatigue h), φA is optimal for sufficiently

low types (if any). If β < 1, corresponding to low concavity of the revenue function (e.g., low

user fatigue h), φA is optimal for sufficiently high types (if any). To most simply illustrate

the result and its implications, we restrict attention to when α ≤ 1 and β < 1, in which case

optimal consumption is

(11) φ∗(θ) = min
{
φA(θ), φP (θ)

}
=

φP (θ) if θ < 1−α
1−β

φA(θ) if θ ≥ 1−α
1−β

To derive the optimal price schedule, we use the integral expression for prices (Equation 6)

and simplify to obtain:

(12) T ∗(x) =

1−α
2
x− 1−β

4
x2 if x < 1−α

1−β
(1−α)2

4(1−β)
if x ≥ 1−α

1−β

We illustrate the properties of this optimal price schedule in Figure 2 when α = 1
2

and

β = 0. We show φ∗(θ) in the leftmost panel and T ∗(x) in the right-most panel with a solid

line. In the middle panel, we illustrate the purchase correspondence defined in Equation 7

as the shaded region. Under the optimal contract, the good is sold for a strictly positive

marginal price until x = 1
2
, after which it is sold at a marginal price of zero. As a result, it

is as if the seller offers buyers an unlimited subscription for the good at a fixed price, but

allows them to buy less than this unlimited level for a discount.

We now contrast these predictions with those in a variant setting with the same demand

and external revenues, but no potential for free disposal (i.e., the legitimate time spent on the

platform is perfectly contractible). The seller optimally sets φ∗(θ) = φP (θ). We illustrate, in

the same case of α = 1
2

and β = 0, the consumption, purchases, and prices in the dashed lines

of Figure 2. In this case, optimal prices are non-monotone. Starkly, x = 0 and x = 1 are both

sold for free. This demonstrates the incentives for sellers in digital markets to use negative
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Figure 2: Optimal contracts with and without free disposal in Example 1.

prices to induce valuable usage, which would be enforceable absent free disposal. 4

III The Occurrence and Structure of Multi-Part Tar-

iffs

Having shown that multi-part tariffs can be optimal in an example, we now provide general

conditions under which the optimal price schedule is a multi-part tariff. These conditions

imply that the price schedule must be a multi-part tariff whenever marginal revenues from

usage are strictly positive. We further provide sufficient conditions for optimal pricing to

reduce to the freemium, premium and fixed cost pricing plans often observed in practice,

and argue that these conditions realistically describe products with these pricing schemes.

A The Occurrence of Multi-Part Tariffs

We first generally characterize when the optimal price schedule is a multi-part tariff. To

this end, we now formally define flatness of price schedules and multi-part tariffs. A price

schedule T is flat at x if there exists a neighborhood O(x) such that T is constant on O(x).17

A price schedule T is a multi-part tariff if it is flat at some x. This definition builds on the

conventional definition of a three-part tariff in which there is a fixed cost, an initial allot-

17Flatness of prices is more demanding than zero slope, or T ′(x) = 0 wherever T ′ is defined, as it must
apply on a neighborhood around x. Thus, zero marginal transfers or tariffs “at the top,” meaning a specific
maximal point in the type or action space, do not imply flatness by our definition—no unit of size ε > 0 is
sold for zero price.
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ment of zero-marginal-price goods, and then additional units with positive marginal price.18

Our more general definition can account for zero-marginal-pricing in multiple separate tiers

and/or away from the “bottom.”

To characterize the optimality of multi-part tariffs, we define the constrained marginal

revenue function H : X∗ → R that maps outcomes to the marginal revenue of the seller for

the type who most prefers that outcome:

(13) H(x) = Jx
(
x, (φA)−1(x)

)
To interpret H, imagine that the seller had to offer the product for free. The sign of

H(x) determines whether the seller would profit from more (H(x) > 0) or less (H(x) < 0)

consumption from the type whose favorite consumption is x. The following result links flat

pricing with this trade off.19

Proposition 2 (Multi-Part Tariffs). If H(x) > 0, then the optimal price schedule T ∗ is flat

at x and, therefore, a multi-part tariff. Conversely, if the optimal price schedule T ∗ is a

multi-part tariff that is flat at x, then H(x) ≥ 0.

To understand the intuition for this result, it is useful to re-write the sufficient condition

for flat pricing (H(x) > 0) as a comparison of two dueling economic forces:

(14) f(θ) πx(x, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
marginal revenue

> (1− F (θ))uxθ(x, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
marginal information rent

where θ = (φA)−1(x). The first force (on the left-hand side) is the total marginal revenue

from additional usage. Increasing πx (e.g., from more intensive advertising) boosts this force.

The second force (on the right-hand side) is the total marginal information rent paid to all

higher-type consumers. Increasing complementarity or decreasing F in the hazard rate order

enlarges these information rents.

When marginal revenue dominates marginal information rents, the seller would like to

charge a negative marginal price to induce valuable usage. However, the constraint of free

disposal makes this impossible. Thus, they do the next best thing and charge a price of zero

on the margin. Conversely, under the opposite inequality, or H(x) < 0, marginal information

18A two-part tariff, via the conventional definition, combines fixed costs with positive marginal costs. This
of course can be accommodated in the conventional non-linear pricing framework, with zero tiers, as the
“intercept” of the tariff is a free parameter.

19Recall the definition of the inverse of a continuous consumption function from Footnote 14 in defining(
φA
)−1

on X∗. Moreover, it is not possible to strengthen the claim that if optimal price schedule T is flat
at x ∈ X∗, then H(x) ≥ 0 and make the inequality strict. The proof of Proposition 2 provides an explicit
counterexample.
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rents dominate marginal revenues and the seller wishes for the buyer to consume less than

their satiation point. Thus, free disposal poses no constraint, and they charge a positive

marginal price to extract the buyer’s (strictly positive) willingness-to-pay.

This result has two immediate implications for the possibility of multi-part tariffs. First,

if marginal revenues from usage are everywhere negative (πx ≤ 0), multi-part tariffs are

impossible. Thus, in situations with large production costs (e.g., physical goods), multi-

part tariffs are unlikely to arise. Second, if marginal revenues from usage are everywhere

strictly positive (πx > 0), then the optimal price schedule must be a multi-part tariff. This

claim follows because marginal information rents necessarily vanish for the highest types

of agents, while marginal revenues (by assumption) are always strictly positive. Thus, in

settings with low (marginal) production costs and valuable revenue from usage (e.g., digital

goods), multi-part tariffs are likely to be optimal.

In the next section, we investigate the structure of multi-part tariffs. Before so doing,

we first concretely illustrate why zero marginal pricing obtained in the case of Example 1

plotted in Figure 2. We also highlight how standard models cannot generate multi-part

tariffs in two remarks.

Example 1 (continuing from p. 11). The constrained marginal revenue function is H(x) =

(α−βx)−(1−x), where the first term is the marginal revenue from additional usage and the

second is the marginal increase of information rents. The presence of zero marginal pricing

therefore relies on there being sufficiently high marginal advertising revenues (high α and

low β), which derives in the underlying advertising model from a higher revenue per click

or lower user fatigue. In the case plotted in Figure 2, we set α = 1
2

and β = 0. Thus, zero

marginal pricing held when H(x) > 0 or x > 1
2
. 4

Remark 1 (Standard models do not generate multi-part tariffs). Strictly optimal multi-

part tariffs are not possible in the canonical Mussa and Rosen (1978) and Wilson (1993)

screening models with a (convex) continuum of agent types.20 A weakly optimal multi-

part tariff is possible, for instance, in a specialization with a discrete number of types, by

extending the domain of the offered menu with a constant price schedule. But we argue this

is not economically meaningful, or relevant for our applications, for three reasons. First,

no type would ever consume any outcome in the extended menu that does not lie in the

initial menu, therefore ruling out variability of consumption within a pricing tier. This is

clearly counterfactual—within the single tier of a zero-price product like Facebook, there is

large variability in time spent on the platform. Second, there would be as many parts to the

20Even if the virtual surplus is not strictly concave and a multi-part tariff is weakly optimal, the same
argument of this remark would apply.
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price schedule as unique consumer types, which is an arbitrary choice of the modeler. This

prevents meaningful comparative statics for the number of observed tiers as a function of

primitives. Third, there is no principled reason for arguing that the multi-part tariff is the

“right” selection from the set of optimal price schedules which are extended off-menu.

Remark 2 (Bunching is unrelated to multi-part tariffs). Optimal bunching in standard

screening models is a different phenomenon from optimal multi-part tariffs. Intuitively,

bunching is a feature that occurs in the type space Θ, where many different types buy the

same amount. However, all units of the good are still sold at a strictly positive marginal price

and so the optimal price schedule is never flat. In Online Appendix B.1, we solve for the

optimal contract with bunching when J does not satisfy single-crossing in (x, θ) and is strictly

concave in x by adapting the method of Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007). Example 1 provides

an explicit illustration of how bunching is unrelated to the issue of zero marginal pricing:

multiple buyers bunch on buying nothing, but there are still strictly positive marginal prices

for the first marginal units of the good (see Figure 2).

B Rationalizing Simple Pricing Schemes

We now leverage our characterization of multi-part tariffs to make theoretical predictions

about the structure of pricing in various applications. We moreover argue that these predic-

tions line up with various forms of pricing that we observe in practice. We first define four

common pricing schemes:

1. Regular pricing, in which all units of the good have strictly positive marginal price.

2. Fixed pricing, in which all units have the same price.

3. Premium-tier pricing, in which initial units have positive price until some point, after

which all subsequent units have zero marginal price

4. Introductory-offer pricing, in which initial units have zero price and subsequent units

have positive price

The last three of these are difficult to understand through the classical lens of nonlinear

pricing (see Remark 1). We now provide sufficient conditions, based solely on the case of

our model where H crosses zero at most once, that delineate these pricing schemes in our

model. They all immediately follow from Proposition 2.

Corollary 1 (Simple Pricing Schemes). The following statements are true:

1. If H(x) < 0 for all x ∈ X∗, then optimal pricing is regular.

2. If H(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ X∗, then optimal pricing is fixed.
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3. If H(x) < 0 if and only if x < x̂ ∈ int(X∗), then optimal pricing is of the premium-tier

form, with threshold for strictly positive marginal prices given by x̂.

4. If H(x) ≥ 0 if and only if x ≤ x̂ ∈ int(X∗), then optimal pricing is of the introductory-

offer form, with threshold for zero marginal prices given by x̂.

In several applications of this result, we now describe the model’s theoretical predictions

for pricing schemes based on plausible structures of external revenues. In each case, we argue

that the model’s predicted pricing scheme lines up with that which we observe in practice.

Case 1: Regular Pricing for Physical Goods. Physical goods typically have significant

production and/or transportation costs that swamp potential usage-based revenues (e.g.,

from word-of-mouth advertising). Seen through the lens of our model, this corresponds to a

case with πx < 0 and implies that H < 0. As per Corollary 1, our model therefore predicts

that physical goods should feature regular pricing. This case is studied in the classical

nonlinear pricing literature (Mussa and Rosen, 1978; Wilson, 1993) and of course matches

the reality of how the majority of physical goods are priced.

Case 2: Fixed Pricing for Search Engines and Social Media. Search engines and

social media platforms, as we have motivated, derive large revenues from advertisement

and data collection. Advertisement, in particular, often appears at a uniform rate during

regular usage (e.g., sponsored search results in Google) and derives revenue per impression

or click (i.e., marginal usage). Mapped to our model, πx > 0 for all levels of usage and user

types. Our model predicts that, if these revenues globally dominate information rents, then

H > 0 and optimal pricing is fixed. Moreover, under the assumption that the lowest-type

consumers would most prefer to consume nothing (e.g., make zero Google searches or spend

zero minutes on Facebook), this fixed price is zero. This matches, of course, the observed

pricing scheme of products like Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Case 3: Premium-Tier Pricing for Content-Streaming. Content-streaming plat-

forms, such as Amazon Prime, do not run external advertisements but instead use consumer

data to fine-tune within-platform content recommendations. We might conjecture that the

indirect revenues derived from this model are positive, but smaller than the sum of direct

revenues earned by search engines and social media platforms from serving advertisements

and selling data. Under our model, this corresponds to a case where πx > 0, so H(x) > 0 for

high levels of usage (where information rents are necessarily small, as we will formally clarify

in Corollary 2), but H(x) < 0 for low levels of usage (where standard screening concerns

dominate). Our model therefore predicts that marginal prices should initially be positive

and free, in unlimited quantities, for high enough usage. This prediction matches Amazon
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Prime’s streaming-library pricing, in which users can buy individual movies or shows for

fixed prices or purchase the unlimited Prime subscription.

Case 4: Introductory-Offer Pricing for Cloud Storage, Mobile Games, and Net-

working Services. A diverse class of goods derive a disproportionate amount of revenue

from initial usage. For example, cloud storage platforms such as Dropbox and iCloud may

benefit from a network externality, whereby all users find the product more valuable when

they can share files with a larger number of unique people. A similar force is present for

networking services platforms, such as LinkedIn. As a further example, mobile games (e.g.,

“Candy Crush Saga”) can directly generate revenue from merely being opened, as they can

scrape data points like the user’s location and sell them to advertising firms. They are

also likely to be addictive and feature diminishing marginal effects of past usage on future

willingness-to-pay (i.e., the first minute of the game hooks the user more than the hun-

dredth).21 These settings can be represented in our model with marginal revenues that are

diminishing (πxx < 0), and potentially negative for high levels of usage. Because of this,

H(x) > 0 is likely for low levels of usage (when marginal revenues are especially high) and

H(x) < 0 is likely for high levels of usage (when marginal revenues are diminished). Thus,

our model predicts an introductory offer of marginally free units. Moreover, if the lowest-

type buyers would most prefer to consume nothing, then the introductory offer has no fixed

cost either (i.e., it is a free trial). Dropbox features a free trial with limited space allotment,

which can be increased with paid upgrades; LinkedIn has a free base version, which can be

upgraded to a Premium mode with more features; and Candy Crush Saga gives the player

a free allotment of lives, which can be replenished at a cost.

A Numerical Example. We finally use Example 1 to illustrate these four pricing cases

numerically, under different assumptions for the shape of the revenue function:

Example 1 (continuing from p. 11). The constrained marginal revenue function is H(x) =

(α− βx)− (1− x), which crosses zero at most once. The four cases of Corollary 1 therefore

summarize the possibilities for pricing. In Figure 3, we illustrate each of these cases. We

plot the profit functions π(x), constrained marginal revenue functions H(x), and tariffs T (x).

Case 1 arises when marginal revenues from usage are sufficiently low or negative (α ≤ 1 and

α ≤ β) as in our physical goods application. Case 2 occurs when marginal revenues from

usage are always sufficiently high (α > 1 and α > β), as in our search engine and social media

platforms applications. Case 3 obtains when marginal revenues from usage are intermediate

and are dominated by information rents for low levels of usage (α ≤ 1 and α > β), as in our

21Allcott, Gentzkow and Song (2022) show that a model of total demand for popular phone apps, calibrated
to empirical evidence, is consistent with habit formation, myopia, and diminishing returns.
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Figure 3: Cut-off price schedules in Example 1.

content-streaming platforms applications. Case 4 occurs when there are initial high revenues

from usage that then diminish sharply (α > 1 and α ≤ β), as in our cloud storage, mobile

games, and networking services applications. 4

C More General Pricing Schemes: Unlimited Subscriptions, Tri-

als, and Arbitrary-Part Tariffs

Our model also allows for richer pricing schemes that feature multiple regions of zero-

marginal-pricing for various levels of usage. We first establish general sufficient conditions

for the occurrence of zero-marginal-pricing at the bottom and top of the pricing schedule

and link this to the co-occurrence of free trials and unlimited subscriptions for many goods.

Finally, we illustrate in a stylized example how the model can be used to rationalize any

number of regions of zero-marginal-pricing.

Unlimited Subscriptions and Trials. A price schedule T features an unlimited sub-

scription if it is flat at φ∗(1), the highest level of consumption under the optimal contract,

and a trial if it is flat at φ∗(0), the lowest level of consumption under the optimal contract.

These features were respectively present under the premium-tier pricing and introductory-

offer pricing introduced in the previous subsection. We now derive general conditions under

which unlimited subscriptions and trials are obtained in more general, possibly multi-tier

pricing schedules:
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Corollary 2 (Unlimited Subscriptions and Trials). The price schedule features an unlimited

subscription if

(15) πx(φ
A(1), 1) > 0

The price schedule features a trial if

(16) f(0)πx(φ
A(0), 0) > uxθ(φ

A(0), 0)

The first part shows that an unlimited subscription is optimal whenever marginal revenues

from usage are positive when the highest type uses at their bliss-point level. As we previously

discussed, a more demanding sufficient condition for this is that marginal revenues from usage

are globally positive, as in our search engines, social media platforms, and content streaming

applications. The lack of a countervailing force from marginal information rents reflects the

fact that the seller does not distort allocations of the highest-type agents away from the

first-best, surplus-maximizing allocation.

The second part shows that trial tiers are optimal whenever total marginal revenues from

usage when the lowest type uses at their bliss-point level exceed the marginal information rent

paid to all higher types. As we have highlighted, with zero or negative marginal revenues,

this condition would never hold. Otherwise, it is more likely to hold in environments with

high marginal revenues stemming from low levels of usage, as in our previous application to

cloud storage, mobile games, and networking services.

These two conditions are mutually compatible. Thus, Corollary 2 opens the door to pric-

ing schemes that feature both trials and unlimited subscriptions. We now provide a concrete

example of this possibility and apply it to understand the pricing of online newspapers, such

as the Wall Street Journal (wsj.com).

Example 2 (Optimal Pricing with Unlimited Subscriptions and Trials). Consumer prefer-

ences, the outcome space, and the type distribution are identical to those in Example 1.

Advertisements are served at a constant rate, normalized to one. Consumers notice an ad-

vertisement according to an exponential process with hazard rate λ > 0, click on the first

advertisement they notice, and ignore all subsequent advertisements. The seller earns α per

click. The seller therefore receives the following payoff in expectation:

(17) π(x, θ) =
Revenue

Click
· Expected Clicks = α(1− e−λx)

Thus, H(x) = λαe−λx − (1 − x), which has, depending on the values of (λ, α), either zero,

one, or two tiers. The last case features both a trial and an unlimited subscription. In Figure
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Figure 4: Hybrid price schedules in Example 2.

4, we illustrate all three possibilities.

The two-tier example, plotted with λ = 2.5 and α = 0.5, satisfies both conditions in

Corollary 2. First, the fact that marginal revenues remain positive for all levels of consump-

tion guarantees an unlimited subscription, as this force dominates the vanishing information

rents. Second, marginal revenues are high for low consumption because these agents are

least likely to have already clicked an advertisement. In the two-tier calibration, this force

dominates the marginal information rents that need to be paid to all higher-type agents.

Moreover, because the lowest type most prefers zero consumption, the trial tier has zero

price, and is therefore a “free trial.” 4

This combination of a trial and an unlimited subscription is characteristic of online news-

paper and content streaming platforms. For example, the Wall Street Journal features an

initial allowance of free articles before charging a subscription fee for access to unlimited

numbers of articles. This can be understood through the lens of our example as the opti-

mal selling response to a situation in which readers’ clicks generate revenue, but readers are

unlikely to continue to click on advertisements multiple times.

Arbitrary-Part Tariffs. In general, our results can be used to rationalize tariffs with

an arbitrarily large number of flat regions. That is, if we define an N + 2-part tariff as a

price schedule with N flat-pricing intervals (in analogy with the definition of a three-part

tariff as having one tier), our model can generate any N + 2-part tariff for N ∈ N.22 To

22Formally speaking, we refer to a flat-pricing interval as a maximal interval I ⊂ X∗ such the price schedule
is flat at all x ∈ I.
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Figure 5: Arbitrary multi-part tariffs in Example 3.

do this, one may simply construct a constrained marginal revenue function H that crosses

zero the desired number of times. We show this constructively in the following (intentionally

contrived) example:

Example 3 (Multi-Part Tariffs Can Have Arbitrarily Many Parts). Consumer preferences,

the outcome space, and the type distribution are identical to those in Example 1. The seller

has a revenue function that increases in the usage of each type in proportion to how low

that agent’s type is (e.g., they derive particular value from targeting an advertisement at the

most marginal users). Moreover, the value of attention paid by all types slightly oscillates

over time. We capture this with the profit function:

(18) π(x, θ) = x(1− θ)− k

2πω
(cos(2πωx)− 1)

for some ω ∈ N and 0 < k < 1
2πω

.23 While the functional form of the cosine is intentionally

ad hoc, observe in the left-most pane of Figure 5 that this revenue function only slightly

deviates (for small k) from the linear baseline in inducing mild oscillations in revenue over

time. The constrained marginal revenue function is H(x) = k sin(2πωx), which crosses zero

from above ω times, generating an ω+ 2-part tariff. In Figure 5, we plot H and the optimal

tariff T for ω ∈ {1, 2, 3} and k = 0.04 < 1
6π

. The tariffs respectively have one, two, and three

plat-pricing intervals; these correspond to three-, four-, and five-part tariffs. 4
23Under this condition, it is immediate to verify that the induced virtual surplus function J satisfies our

running assumptions: it is strictly concave and satisfies strict single-crossing.
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IV Welfare Under Multi-Part Tariffs

Having studied the positive implications of under-utilization for pricing, we now study its

welfare consequences. First, we study the effect of introducing under-utilization, or remov-

ing perfect contractibility, on consumer and producer welfare. Second, we study how the

possibility for under-utilization mediates the welfare effects of changes in the structure of

revenue. We apply these results to understand welfare in digital goods markets.

A The Impact of Under-Utilization on Welfare

For an arbitrary price schedule T , we define consumer welfare under free disposal for each

type θ as:

(19) V (θ;T ) = sup
y∈X,x∈[0,y]

{u(x, θ)− T (y)}

which is the payoff corresponding to an optimal purchase. We define producer welfare with

free disposal for each purchasing type θ, Π(θ;T ), as

(20) Π(θ, T ) = π(φ(θ;T ), θ) + T (ξ(θ;T ))

which is simply total revenue (i.e., the integrand in the objective in Problem 1), evaluated at

a fixed T and the buyers’ optimally chosen consumption φ(θ;T ) and purchases ξ(θ;T ). We

define V ∗(θ) and Π∗(θ) as the corresponding equilibrium welfare quantities evaluated at the

optimal price schedule, T ∗. We finally define analogous quantities under no free disposal, or

perfect contractibility, as VN(θ;T ), ΠN(θ;T ), V ∗N(θ), and Π∗N(θ).

The following result summarizes how consumer and producer surplus are affected by the

possibility of under-utilization of consumption.

Proposition 3 (Contractibility and Welfare). For any price schedule T , V (θ;T ) ≥ VN(θ;T )

for all θ ∈ Θ. However, under the optimal price schedules, V ∗(θ) ≤ V ∗N(θ) and Π∗(θ) ≤
Π∗N(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ.

All consumers lose out from increased contractibility for any given pricing policy, as

the scope for payoff-increasing actions declines; but all consumers gain from increased con-

tractibility under the seller’s reoptimized price schedule. Intuitively, consumers would like

to commit ex ante to avoid the possibility of moral hazard and have the seller pay them

to take certain actions; increasing contractibility provides exactly this commitment device.

Sellers gain from increased contractibility (from selling to all types and, therefore, in total

across types) for the simple reason that it increases the set of implementable allocations.
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This result contextualizes the claim that users, particularly of social media platforms,

are not fairly remunerated, given the fact that their time and data are the sources of these

platforms’ revenues. This idea is exemplified by Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak’s stated

rationale for why he deleted his personal Facebook account (Guynn and McCoy, 2018):

Users provide every detail of their life to Facebook and (. . . ) Facebook makes a

lot of advertising money off this. (. . . ) The profits are all based on the user’s

info, but the users get none of the profits back. (. . . ) As they say, with Facebook,

you are the product.

This quote can be understood through the lens of our model. In light of the inherent

non-contractibility of usage of social media platforms, consumers cannot be paid on the

margin. In this context, Proposition 3 implies that consumers would be better off were

their usage perfectly contractible and revenue-generative usage remunerated. However, our

rationalization highlights that this issue is fundamentally technological: even if Facebook

wished to pay users, they would not be able to do so without being exploited in the manner

that led to the downfall of AllAdvantage.

B Comparative Statics for Welfare

We next study how the presence of free disposal mediates the welfare effects of changes in

usage-based revenues π and demand F . Changes in revenue may be driven by underlying

changes in advertisement and data-collection technology while changes in demand may be

driven by changes in demographics and the quality of goods.

We say that π̃ exhibits more profitability of usage than π if every unit of usage generates

more revenue, that is, π̃x ≥ πx. We say that F̃ exhibits weaker demand than F if F

dominates F̃ in the hazard-rate order.24 We write consumer and producer equilibrium welfare

as functions of these arguments. We now show how these two comparative statics affect

welfare, with and without free disposal:

Proposition 4 (Comparative Statics for Welfare). If π̃ exhibits more profitability of usage

than π and F̃ exhibits weaker demand than F , then, for all θ ∈ Θ:

(21) 0 ≤ V ∗(θ; π̃, F̃ )− V ∗(θ; π, F ) ≤ V ∗N(θ; π̃, F̃ )− V ∗N(θ; π, F )

(22) 0 ≤ Π∗(θ; π̃, F̃ )− Π∗(θ; π, F ) ≤ Π∗N(θ; π̃, F̃ )− Π∗N(θ; π, F )

24Our nomenclature reflects the fact the hazard-rate order implies first-order stochastic dominance (See
Theorem 1.B.1 in Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007) and is therefore a (strong) notion of decreasing demand.
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This shows that both consumer and producer welfare increase, but less so than under

perfect contractibility. In this sense, free disposal erodes the potential welfare gains for both

buyer and seller relative to a counterfactual perfect-contractibility world.

The intuition for this result is that, with higher marginal revenue from consumption for

the seller or lower demand types (implying smaller distortions from information rents), the

seller-optimal consumption is larger. This increases consumer and producer welfare, with

and without free disposal. However, with free disposal, there are more types who consume

their bliss point. Thus, both buyers and sellers have greater welfare gains under perfect

contractibility of usage than under free disposal. This further underscores the sense in which

perfect contractibility simulates commitment. Proposition 3 shows how this commitment

increases welfare in levels ; Proposition 4 shows how this commitment increases the sensitivity

of welfare gains from changes in external revenue and demand.

This result allows us to shed light on the welfare effects of changes in advertising tech-

nology, such as the past decade’s advent of more valuable targeted advertisements based

on user data. We can capture this phenomenon as an increase in the profitability of usage

for both platforms serving advertisements and platforms profiting from data sales. Through

the lens of our model, any marginal increase in profitability, including the introduction of

advertisement- or data-based revenue to a previously zero-revenue (π = 0) service, increases

welfare for all consumers. These increases could be larger, however, if digital goods’ usage

were fully contractible. The reason is precisely the fact that users cannot be paid on the

margin for their clicks and data. Moreover, even if only a subset of users are paid for their

clicks and data, all users benefit due to changes in the overall price schedule.

This analysis has two potentially relevant implications for policy discussion about digital-

goods regulation. First, government regulations that may diminish marginal advertising

revenues, like the European Union’s General Data Privacy Regulation, may weakly reduce

consumer surplus. But the extent of these reductions, and their distributional consequences,

depends on whether sellers are far on the interior of the zero marginal pricing constraint.

That is, if marginal units are already free (e.g., for all units of Google or Facebook), then

consumer surplus is unaffected and any (here, unmodeled) gains from the instrumental value

of privacy lead to net consumer benefits.

Second, our focus on contractibility contrasts with an influential perspective in the lit-

erature that focuses instead on the lack of collective bargaining for users of online products

(Posner and Weyl, 2018). Taken to the extreme, our results imply a thorny “privacy para-

dox” for consumers—the only way to properly reap the benefits of the surplus generated by

targeted advertising is to surrender additional privacy by enabling tools to more precisely

monitor usage and attention.
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V Conclusion and Summary of Extensions

We study optimal nonlinear pricing in environments with feasible under-utilization and

usage-derived revenue, features that are ubiquitous in the digital goods context. We show

how the combination of these two forces rationalizes the occurrence of multi-part tariffs, or

price schedules that include at least one tier of zero marginal prices. The key mechanism is

that sellers have an incentive to pay users on the margin, due to usage-derived revenue (e.g.,

from advertisement or data collection), but non-contractibility prevents such arrangements

from being enforceable. More succinctly, zero marginal pricing is the sellers’ constrained

optimum in a world in which “pay to click” is impossible.

We apply these results to study positive and normative features of digital goods markets.

We show how different structures of external revenue translate into different familiar pricing

schemes like free trials, unlimited subscriptions, and free products. We moreover show that

the scope for under-utilization reduces buyers’ welfare and dampens the ability of buyers to

reap the rewards from the revenue they generate.

We finally discuss additional analyses contained within the Online Appendix and ongoing

work.

Optimal Bunching. We assumed that virtual surplus was strictly single-crossing to rule

out the possibility that multiple buyer types optimally bunch on the same level of consump-

tion. In Online Appendix B.1, we relax this assumption, adapt the assignment approach

of Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007), and characterize the optimal contract when bunching is

a possibility. Analogously to Proposition 1, the optimal consumption function maximizes

the suitable transformation of virtual surplus in this setting, subject to the constraint that

no agent consumes more than their bliss point. Under this solution and as per our main

analysis (Proposition 2), the price schedule is flat whenever this constraint binds and the

optimal price schedule is a multi-part tariff.25

Under-Utilization with (Perfect) Competition. It is of course natural to ask how

our analysis in a monopoly setting would extend to markets with competition. In Online

Appendix B.2, we solve for the equilibrium outcome of our screening model when the mo-

nopolist faces a perfectly competitive fringe of potential entrants. Specifically, we model this

free entry by adding an additional constraint imposing zero profits for the monopolist (i.e.,

total external revenues plus transfers). The equilibrium price schedule under perfect com-

petition features zero marginal pricing more often than under monopoly pricing (Corollary

25In this setting, we cannot develop a similar characterization to that of Proposition 2 by comparing the
marginal benefits and costs of additional consumption for the seller as the objective is no longer quasiconcave
and global properties determine whether the constraint binds.
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3 in Online Appendix B.2). The reason is that the perfect competition, modeled this way,

leads firms to maximize total surplus instead of virtual surplus—put differently, competition

ensures that all profits from screening and distorting down consumption are competed away.

Total surplus is maximized by a higher level of consumption owing to the absence of infor-

mation rents, and so the constraint of under-utilization is more often binding. As a result,

our model implies that multi-part tariffs are likely to be more prevalent in scenarios with

fierce competition between sellers than under monopoly.26

Pricing with Partially Contractible Usage. In ongoing work, we study the effects of

partial contractibility of usage on optimal nonlinear pricing. This allows us to capture further

settings in which some levels of utilization are contractible (e.g., usage by high-end users)

while others are not. In this model, agents switch endogenously from being consumers, who

either pay for a good or receive it for free, to being workers, who are paid for their usage of

a platform. This model can be used, for example, to capture the pricing of YouTube and

TikTok, where low-end content creators use the platforms for free, while high-end content

creators are paid.
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Online Appendix

for “Nonlinear Pricing with Under-Utilization: A Theory of Multi-Part

Tariffs” by Corrao, Flynn, and Sastry

A Proofs of Main Results

In this appendix, we provide the proofs of the main results. In Section A.1, we define

and characterize implementable consumption functions under free disposal and characterize

optimal contracts, proving Proposition 1. In Section A.2, we characterize the occurrence

of multi-part tariffs by proving Proposition 2 and the corresponding corollaries. Finally, in

Section A.3, we derive comparative statics for welfare, proving Propositions 3 and 4.

A.1 Implementation and Proof of Proposition 1

We say that consumption function φ is implementable if there exist a purchase function ξ

and a price schedule T such that (φ, ξ, T ) jointly satisfy the constraints (O), (IC), and (IR)

of Problem 1. In this case, we say that φ is supported by (ξ, T ). The following intermediate

results fully characterize implementable consumption functions in terms of their functional

properties. We say real functions are monotone when they are monotone non-decreasing.

Lemma 1. Fix a consumption function φ that is monotone and such that φ ≤ φA. Define

the transfer function t : Θ→ R as

(23) t(θ) = C + u(φ(θ), θ)−
∫ θ

0

uθ(φ(s), s) ds

for some C ≤ 0, and define the price schedule T : X → R as

(24) T (x) = inf
θ′∈Θ
{t(θ′) : x ≤ φ(θ′)}

Then t and T are monotone.

Proof. Fix θ′, θ ∈ Θ such that θ′ ≥ θ. Given that φ is monotone, it is almost everywhere

differentiable with derivative denoted by φ′ when defined. By the Fundamental Theorem of

calculus, we can re-write the transfer function as

(25) t(θ) = C + u(φ(0), 0) +

∫ θ

0

(ux(φ(s), s)φ′(s) + uθ(φ(s), s)) ds−
∫ θ

0

uθ(φ(s), s) ds

1



Subtracting t(θ) from t(θ′), we get

(26) t(θ′)− t(θ) =

∫ θ′

θ

ux(φ(s), s)φ′(s) ds

Given that φ ≤ φA, and that u is strictly quasiconcave in x, it follows that ux(φ(s), s) ≥ 0

for all s ∈ [0, θ′]. Moreover, given that φ is monotone, it follows that φ′(s) ≥ 0 for almost

all s ∈ [0, θ′]. Given that θ′ ≥ θ, Equation 26 implies that t(θ′) ≥ t(θ). Given that θ′, θ were

arbitrarily chosen, it follows that t is monotone.

Next, fix x, y ∈ X such that y ≤ x. Given that φ is monotone, the definition of T implies

that T (y) ≤ T (x). We then conclude that T is monotone.

Lemma 2. A consumption function φ is implementable if and only if φ is monotone and

such that φ ≤ φA. In this case, φ is supported by (φ, T ), where T is defined as in Equation

(24) for some C ≤ 0.27

Proof. (Only if). If φ is implementable, then there exists (ξ, T ) that support φ. By Incentive

Compatibility and by the taxation principle, there exists a transfer function t : Θ→ R such

that u(φ(θ), θ) − t(θ) ≥ u(φ(θ′), θ) − t(θ′) for all θ, θ′ ∈ Θ. By a standard implementation

result (see, e.g., Proposition 1 in Rochet, 1987), this implies that φ is monotone. Finally, if

there exists θ ∈ Θ such that φ(θ) > φA(θ), then we would contradict Obedience for type θ

since u(φA(θ), θ) > u(φ(θ), θ) and φA(θ) would be feasible given φ(θ) by construction.

(If). Now suppose that φ is monotone and such that φ(θ) ≤ φA(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ. Define t

and T given φ as in Equations 23 and 24 respectively. We next prove that (φ, φ, T ) satisfies

(O), (IC), and (IR).

First, for every θ ∈ Θ, we have

(27) u(φ(θ), θ)− T (φ(θ)) ≥ u(φ(θ), θ)− t(θ) =

∫ θ

0

uθ(φ(s), s) ds− C ≥ 0

where the first inequality follows from the definition of T and the last inequality follows

from C ≤ 0 and uθ(φ(θ), θ) ≥ 0 for all θ ∈ Θ (u is monotone increasing in θ). This proves

Individual Rationality.

Next, assume toward a contradiction that Obedience does not hold. That is, there

exist θ ∈ Θ and y < φ(θ) ≤ φA(θ) such that u(y, θ) > u(φ(θ), θ). However, this yields a

contradiction with strict quasiconcavity of u in x. Therefore, Obedience holds.

We are left to prove that (φ, φ, T ) satisfy Incentive Compatibility. Fix θ′, θ ∈ Θ such that

27Observe that here the purchase function is ξ = φ.
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θ′ 6= θ. We first prove that, for all θ, θ′, we have

(28) u(φ(θ), θ)− t(θ) ≥ max
x≤φ(θ′)

u(x, θ)− t(θ′)

This is a variation of the standard reporting problem under consumption function φ and

transfers t, where each agent, on top of misreporting their type, can freely dispose of the

allocated quantity. Violations of this condition can take two forms. First, an agent of type

θ could report type θ′ and consume x = φ(θ′). We call this a single deviation. Second, an

agent of type θ could report type θ′ and consume x < φ(θ′). We call this a double deviation.

Under our construction of transfers t and monotonicity of φ, by a standard mechanism-

design argument (e.g., Proposition 1 in Rochet, 1987), there is no strict gain to any agent of

reporting θ′ and consuming x = φ(θ′). Thus, there are no profitable single deviations under

(φ, t).

We now must rule out double deviations. Define the value function V : Θ→ R under φ

and t as

(29) V (θ) = u(φ(θ), θ)− t(θ) =

∫ θ

0

uθ(φ(s), s) ds− C

Suppose, toward a contradiction, that there exists a double deviation in which type θ re-

ports type θ′. We separate the argument by various cases comparing (θ, φ(θ), φA(θ)) and

(θ′, φ(θ′), φA(θ′)).

1. θ′ < θ: Given that φ is monotone, it must be that φ(θ′) ≤ φ(θ). Moreover, as (O)

holds, we have that φ(θ′) < φ(θ). For the same reason, we have that φ(θ′) is optimal for

type θ′ when they could choose any x ≤ φ(θ′). Moreover, by strict single-crossing of u

and strict quasiconcavity of u(·, θ), it is optimal for type θ to consume some x ≥ φ(θ′).

But, we know that x ≤ φ(θ′); thus x = φ(θ′) is optimal. Hence, if there is a double

deviation with θ′ < θ, there is also a single deviation. This is a contradiction as we

already showed that there are no strictly profitable single deviations.

2. θ′ > θ and φA(θ) ≥ φ(θ′): the optimal choice of consumption for agent θ in [0, φ(θ′)] is

given by φ(θ′) by strict quasiconcavity of u. Thus, there is a profitable single deviation,

which is a contradiction.

3. θ′ > θ and φA(θ) < φ(θ′): We know x = φA(θ) is most attractive following the

misreport θ′. Suppose that there exists some θ̂ ∈ (θ, θ′] such that φ(θ̂) = φA(θ). Given

that t is monotone by Lemma 1, we know that a single deviation to θ̂ is weakly more

attractive than a double deviation to x ≤ φ(θ′). As no single deviations exist, this is

a contradiction. As φ(θ) ≤ φA(θ) < φ(θ′), it follows that no type θ̂ ∈ (θ, θ′] receives
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φA(θ). We know that the most attractive misreport is the smallest type θ′ such that

φ(θ′) ≥ φA(θ). It follows that φA(θ) ≤ φ(θ′) ≤ φA(θ′) and therefore that there exists

some θ̂ such that φA(θ̂) = φ(θ′), by continuity of φA.

We now work toward a contradiction. By the hypothesis of a double deviation for type

θ:

(30) u(φA(θ), θ)− t(θ′) > u(φ(θ), θ)− t(θ)

Define for any type θ, the value of optimal autarkic consumption as V ∗(θ) = u(φA(θ), θ).

We can write V ∗(θ) − V (θ) > t(θ′). As we have ruled out single deviations, we know

that:

(31) u(φA(θ̂), θ̂)− t(θ′) ≤ u(φ(θ̂), θ̂)− t(θ̂)

Thus V ∗(θ̂) − V (θ̂) ≤ t(θ′). Together, we then have that V (θ̂) − V (θ) > V ∗(θ̂) −
V ∗(θ). From the definition of V in Equation 29, the left-hand-side is V (θ̂) − V (θ) =∫ θ̂
θ
uθ(φ(s), s) ds. From the envelope theorem applied to the autarkic consumption

problem, the right-hand-side is V ∗(θ̂) − V ∗(θ) =
∫ θ̂
θ
uθ(φ

A(s), s) ds. Combining these

substitutions with the original inequality,

(32)

∫ θ̂

θ

uθ(φ(s), s) ds >

∫ θ̂

θ

uθ(φ
A(s), s) ds

But we know that φA(s) ≥ φ(s) for all s ∈ [θ, θ̂], and this implies by single-crossing of

u that uθ(φ
A(s), s) ≥ uθ(φ(s), s), which contradicts the inequality above.

We have ruled out double deviations in all cases and thereby completed the proof of the

claim in Equation 28. We next prove that Equation 28 implies that (φ, φ, T ) satisfy Incentive

Compatibility. For all θ ∈ Θ, we have

u(φ(θ), θ)− T (φ(θ)) ≥ u(φ(θ), θ)− t(θ)

≥ sup
θ′∈Θ

{
sup

x∈X:x≤φ(θ′)
{u(x, θ)} − t(θ′)

}
= sup

x∈X

{
sup

θ′∈Θ:x≤φ(θ′)
{u(x, θ)− t(θ′)}

}
= sup

x∈X
{u(x, θ)− T (x)}

(33)

yielding Incentive Compatibility. This concludes the proof of the implication.

The second part of the statement directly follows from the proof of sufficiency.
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We now show that optimizing over the set of implementable allocations is equivalent to

maximizing virtual surplus subject to the implementation constraints from Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. A consumption function φ∗ is part of a solution to Problem 1 if any only if it

solves

max
φ

∫
Θ

J(φ(θ), θ) dF (θ)

s.t. φ(θ′) ≥ φ(θ), φ(θ) ≤ φA(θ), θ, θ′ ∈ Θ : θ′ ≥ θ

(34)

Proof. We begin by eliminating the proposed allocation and transfers from the objective

function of the seller. From the proof of Lemma 2, we have that every implementable φ is

supported by ξ = φ and by a price schedule T defined as in Equation 24 where the transfer

function t is defined in Equation 23 for some constant C ≤ 0. Given that any ξ that supports

φ leads to the same seller payoff, we can then set ξ = φ without loss of optimality. Moreover,

we know that φ being implementable is equivalent to φ being monotone increasing and

φ ≤ φA (given that C ≤ 0). Finally, it is not optimal for the seller to exclude any agent from

the mechanism as it is without loss to allocate any agent x = 0 rather than exclude them

owing to the fact that π(0, ·) = 0, u(0, ·) = 0, u(x, ·) is monotone increasing over Θ, and u

has strict single-crossing in (x, θ). In particular, for any incentive compatible allocation that

excludes some type θ, it is without loss of optimality to set φ(θ) = ξ(θ) = t(θ) = 0. Each

agent is indifferent between participation and not, and this does not change the principal’s

payoff.

Plugging in the expression (23), we can simplify the expression for the seller’s total

transfer revenue as the following:∫
Θ

t(θ) dF (θ) =

∫
Θ

(
C + u(φ(θ), θ)−

∫ θ

0

uθ(φ(s), s) ds

)
dF (θ)

=

∫
Θ

(
C + u(φ(θ), θ)− (1− F (θ))

f(θ)
uθ(φ(θ), θ)

)
dF (θ)

(35)

where the final equality follows by applying the standard integration-by-parts argument.

Plugging into the seller’s objective, we find that the principal solves:

max
φ,C

∫
Θ

(J(φ(θ), θ) + C) dF (θ)

s.t. C ≤ 0, φ(θ′) ≥ φ(θ), φ(θ) ≤ φA(θ) ∀θ, θ′ ∈ Θ : θ′ ≥ θ

(36)

It follows that it is optimal to set C = 0, completing the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 1. By Lemma 3, any optimal consumption function must solve Problem

34. Consider now the family of problems maxx∈[0,φA(θ)] J(x, θ), indexed by θ ∈ Θ. As J is

strictly quasiconcave in x, there is a unique maximum in this problem, which we call φ∗(θ).

Moreover, whenever φP (θ) < φA(θ), we know that φ∗(θ) = φP (θ). Otherwise φ∗(θ) = φA(θ),

by strict quasiconcavity of J in x. Thus, the solution of this pointwise problem is φ∗(θ) =

min
{
φA(θ), φP (θ)

}
. As φA and φP are monotone, φ∗ is monotone and is therefore the unique

solution to Problem 34.

We next prove the remaining parts of the statement by explicitly constructing the claimed

supporting price schedules and purchases. From Lemma 2, we can construct the claimed

formula for the price schedule directly. Because φ∗ is invertible over (φ∗(0), φ∗(1)) and using

its extension on the boundaries (see Footnote 14), we have that for all x ∈ X∗ = [φ∗(0), φ∗(1)]:

(37) T ∗(x) = t(φ∗
−1

(x)) = u(x, φ∗
−1

(x))−
∫ φ∗

−1
(x)

0

uθ(φ
∗(s), s) ds

As T ∗ is monotone, it is almost everywhere differentiable. Moreover, whenever it is differ-

entiable, by differentiating Equation 37 we obtain T ∗
′
(x) = ux(x, φ

∗−1
(x)). Integrating, we

obtain the price schedule in Equation 6 on X∗.

Finally, we show that the optimal level of consumption is supported by any selection from

Ξφ∗ , and only by selections from Ξφ∗ . To this end, consider the selection ξ ∈ Ξφ∗ defined

as ξ = max Ξφ∗ . We want to show that the triple (φ∗, ξ, T ∗) satisfies Obedience, Incentive

Compatiblility, and Individual Rationality. We now define t = T ∗ ◦ ξ.
Consider first the Obedience constraint that φ∗(θ) ∈ arg maxx∈[0,ξ(θ)] u(x, θ), for all θ ∈ Θ.

Observe that φ∗ ≤ ξ by construction of ξ. Moreover, toward a contradiction, suppose that

there exists θ ∈ Θ and x ≤ ξ(θ) such that u(φ∗(θ), θ) < u(x, θ). There are two cases:

1. If φ∗(θ) < φA(θ), then by construction x ≤ ξ(θ) = φ∗(θ) < φA(θ) implying that

u(φ∗(θ), θ) ≥ u(x, θ) by strict quasiconcavity of u(·, θ), hence yielding a contradiction.

2. If φ∗(θ) = φA(θ), then by construction u(φ∗(θ), θ) ≥ u(x, θ) yielding a contradiction.

Consider now the Incentive Compatibility constraint that for all θ ∈ Θ:

(38) ξ(θ) ∈ arg max
y∈X

{
max
x∈[0,y]

u(x, θ)− T ∗(y)

}
and define g(y, θ) = maxx∈[0,y] u(x, θ). Toward a contradiction, suppose that there exist

θ, θ′ ∈ Θ such that g(ξ(θ), θ)− t(θ) < g(ξ(θ′), θ)− t(θ′). There are two cases to consider:
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1. If φ∗(θ′) < φA(θ′), then Ξφ∗(θ
′) = {φ∗(θ′)}. Thus, ξ(θ′) = φ∗(θ′). Hence:

(39) g(φ∗(θ), θ)− t(θ) = g(ξ(θ), θ)− t(θ) < g(ξ(θ′), θ)− t(θ′) = g(φ∗(θ′), θ)− t(θ′)

where the first equality follows by Obedience, the inequality follows by hypothesis, and

the last equality follows as ξ(θ′) = φ∗(θ′).

2. If φ∗(θ′) = φA(θ′), then define θ′′ = inf
{
θ̂ ∈ Θ : θ̂ ≥ θ′, φ∗(θ̂) < φA(θ̂)

}
. Note that, by

monotonicity of φ∗ and by construction of ξ, we have φ∗(θ′′) = ξ(θ′′) = ξ(θ′). Moreover,

by construction we necessarily have that [θ′, θ′′] ⊆
{
θ̂ ∈ Θ : φ∗(θ̂) = φA(θ̂)

}
. Therefore,

by Equation 26 in Lemma 1, we have that:

(40) t(θ′′)− t(θ′) =

∫ θ′′

θ′
ux(φ

A(s), s)
(
φA
)′

(s) ds = 0

by optimality of φA(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, t(θ′) = t(θ′′) and we have that:

(41) g(φ∗(θ), θ)− t(θ) = g(ξ(θ), θ)− t(θ) < g(ξ(θ′), θ)− t(θ′) = g(φ∗(θ′′), θ)− t(θ′′)

where the first equality is by Obedience, the inequality is by hypothesis and the second

equality follows as φ∗(θ′′) = ξ(θ′) and t(θ′) = t(θ′′).

In both cases, there exists θ′′ ∈ Θ such that g(φ∗(θ), θ)−t(θ) < g(φ∗(θ′′), θ)−t(θ′′) (in case 1,

θ′′ = θ′). This contradicts the fact that (φ∗, φ∗, T ∗) is implementable, which we established

in Lemma 2. Thus, Incentive Compatibility is satisfied.

Finally, consider the Individual Rationality constraint that u(φ∗(θ), θ) − T ∗(ξ(θ)) ≥ 0

for all θ ∈ Θ. Observe that T ∗(ξ(θ)) = T ∗(φ∗(θ)) for all θ such that φ∗(θ) < φA(θ). When

φ∗(θ) = φA(θ), we have that T ∗(ξ(θ))− T ∗(φ∗(θ)) =
∫ ξ(θ)
φ∗(θ) ux(z, φ

∗−1
(z)) dz = 0 as all types

that consume between φ∗(θ) = φA(θ) and ξ(θ) consume their bliss point, by construction.

Thus, T ∗ ◦ ξ = T ∗ ◦ φ∗ and by implementability of (φ∗, φ∗, T ∗) (see Lemma 2), Individual

Rationality holds.

This proves that (φ∗, ξ, T ∗) is implementable and therefore optimal. We now argue that

for any other selection ξ ∈ Ξφ∗ , the triple (φ∗, ξ, T ∗) is necessarily implementable and there-

fore optimal. Indeed, by way of contradiction, suppose that the latter is not implementable.

It follows that (φ∗, ξ, T ∗) is not implementable either as all feasible deviations under pur-

chase function ξ are still feasible under ξ and T ∗ ◦ ξ = T ∗ ◦ ξ. However, this contradicts our

demonstration that (φ∗, ξ, T ∗) is implementable.

We finally show that if ξ 6∈ Ξφ∗ , then it is not part of an optimal contract. We will

use the observation that all agents’ payments to the seller are pinned down by the envelope
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formula for t. There are two cases to consider. First, suppose that there exists a θ ∈ Θ

such that ξ(θ) 6= φ∗(θ) and φ∗(θ) < φA(θ). If ξ(θ) < φ∗(θ), then φ∗(θ) 6∈ [0, ξ(θ)], which

makes φ∗ infeasible. If ξ(θ) > φ∗(θ), then, as φ∗(θ) < φA(θ), t(θ) is strictly increasing

at θ. Thus T ∗(ξ(θ)) > t(θ), which is a contradiction. Second, suppose that there exists

a θ ∈ Θ such that ξ(θ) 6∈ [φA(θ), infθ′∈[θ,1]

{
φ∗(θ′) : φ∗(θ′) < φA(θ′)

}
] and φ∗(θ) = φA(θ).

Once again if ξ(θ) < φ∗(θ), then φ∗(θ) 6∈ [0, ξ(θ)], which makes φ∗ infeasible. If ξ(θ) >

infθ′∈[θ,1]

{
φ∗(θ′) : φ∗(θ′) < φA(θ′)

}
, then as before T ∗(ξ(θ)) > t(θ), which is a contradiction.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2, Corollary 1, and Corollary 2

Proof of Proposition 2. We first prove that H(x) > 0 implies that T ∗(x) is flat at x, for any

x ∈ X∗. By the definition of a multi-part tariff, this will also prove that T ∗ is a multi-part

tariff. Consider first any x ∈ Int(X∗), where Int(·) denotes the interior of a set. Observe that

φ∗ = min{φP , φA} is invertible over Int(X∗). Suppose now that H(x) = Jx(x, (φ
A)−1(x)) > 0

and define θ(x) = (φ∗)−1(x). It is either the case that x = x (which is not in Int(X∗)), or

φA(θ(x)) < φP (θ(x)). Thus, when H(x) > 0, φA(θ(x)) < φP (θ(x)), so φ∗(θ(x)) = φA(θ(x)).

As φA and φP are continuous functions by the Theorem of the Maximum and invertible at

x, we can find a neighborhood O(x) of x, such that for all x′ ∈ O(x), and corresponding

θ′ = (φ∗)−1(x′), we have that φ∗(θ′) = φA(θ′). To see that prices are constant on O(x), take

any two points x1, x2 ∈ O(x), and observe that (by Equation 6 of Proposition 1):

(42) T (x1)− T (x2) =

∫ x1

x2

ux(z, φ
A−1

(z)) dz = 0

by optimality of z for type φA
−1

(z), which implies the necessary optimality condition, for

all z ∈ [x2, x1], ux(z, φ
A−1

(z)) = 0. It remains to consider all x 6∈ Int(X∗). Continuity of H

implies the result for the boundary points of X∗.28 Thus, we have shown that, if H(x) > 0,

then there exists a neighborhood of x such that prices are constant, proving the claim.

We now prove that, for every x ∈ X∗, if T ∗ is a multi-part tariff that is flat at x, then

H(x) ≥ 0. First, consider x ∈ Int(X∗). If T is flat at x, then there exists a neighborhood

O(x) such that for all x1, x2 ∈ O(x), we have that T (x1) − T (x2) = 0. Thus, by Equation

6 of Proposition 1, we have that
∫ x1
x2
ux(z, φ

∗−1
(z)) dz = 0 for all x1, x2 ∈ O(x). Thus,

we have that ux(z, φ
∗−1

(z)) = 0 (as ux(z, φ
∗−1

(z)) ≥ 0 by Obedience) for almost all z ∈
O(x). By strict quasiconcavity of u, this implies that φ∗

−1
(z) = φA

−1
(z) for almost all

28A neighborhood at maxX∗ is of the form (maxX∗ − ε,maxX∗] for some ε > 0, and at minX∗ of the
form [minX∗,minX∗ + ε).
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z ∈ O(x). Toward a contradiction, suppose that H(x) < 0. By continuity of H, there exists a

neighborhood O′(x) ⊆ O(x) such that φ∗
−1

(z) = φP
−1

(z) < φA
−1

(z) for all z ∈ O′(x). But we

have already shown that φ∗
−1

(z) = φA
−1

(z) for almost all z ∈ O(x). This is a contradiction,

and so H(x) ≥ 0. It remains to consider all x 6∈ Int(X∗). As before, continuity of H implies

the result for the boundary points of X∗.29

Proof of Corollary 1. Immediate from Proposition 2 and the pricing-scheme definitions.

Proof of Corollary 2. By Proposition 2, if H(x) > 0 at φA(1), then T ∗ is flat at φ∗(1) =

φA(1). Moreover, at x = φA(1), we have H(φA(1)) = πx(φ
A(1), 1). It follows that, when

πx(φ
A(1), 1) > 0, H(φA(1)) > 0 and T ∗ features an unlimited subscription. Likewise,

if H(x) > 0 at φA(0), then T ∗ is flat at φ∗(0) = φA(0). Moreover, at x = φA(0), we

have H(φA(0)) = πx(φ
A(0), 0) − 1

f(0)
uxθ(φ

A(0), 0). It follows that, when f(0)πx(φ
A(0), 0) −

uxθ(φ
A(0), 0) > 0, H(φA(0)) > 0 and T ∗ features a trial.

A.3 Proofs of Propositions 3 and 4

Proof of Proposition 3. We first prove that V (θ;T ) ≥ VN(θ;T ), for all θ ∈ Θ. We compare

the values with and without free disposal to each type θ ∈ Θ under any T :

(43) V (θ;T ) = sup
y∈X,x∈[0,y]

{u(x, θ)− T (y)} ≥ sup
y∈X
{u(y, θ)− T (y)} = VN(θ;T )

because any payoff in the problem on the right of the inequality is attainable in the problem

on the left of the inequality.

We now show that V ∗(θ) ≤ V ∗N(θ), for all θ ∈ Θ. Without free disposal, the opti-

mal allocation is φ∗N(θ) = φP (θ). With free disposal, the optimal allocation is φ∗(θ) =

min{φA(θ), φP (θ)}. It follows that φ∗(θ) ≤ φ∗N(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ. Using the formula for agent

welfare under the optimal mechanism (see Equation 29), we can then see that:

(44) V ∗(θ) =

∫ θ

0

uθ(φ
∗(s), s) ds ≤

∫ θ

0

uθ(φ
∗
N(s), s) ds = V ∗N(θ)

for all θ ∈ Θ, where the inequality follows as u is strictly single-crossing in (x, θ) and φ∗ ≤ φ∗N .

For the seller, by Proposition 1, we have that for all θ ∈ Θ:

(45) Π∗(θ) = max
x∈[0,φA(θ)]

J(x, θ) ≤ max
x∈X

J(x, θ) = Π∗N(θ)

29A careful reader may ask why it is not true that T ∗ being flat at x ∈ X∗ implies H(x) > 0. Toward a
counter-example to this claim, suppose that φP ≡ φA. We have that T ∗ is flat everywhere but H(x) ≡ 0.
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The inequality follows because the problem without free disposal allows for more choices of

x ∈ X.

Proof of Proposition 4. We first show how J and φP change when (i) π changes to π̃ such

that π̃x ≥ πx and (ii) F changes to F̃ such that F dominates F̃ in the hazard-rate order.

Observe that J(·, θ) increases pointwise for all θ ∈ Θ as we may write (noting that J(0, θ) = 0

by the properties that u(0, θ) ≡ π(0, θ) ≡ 0):

(46) J(x, θ) =

∫ x

0

[
πx(z, θ) + ux(z, θ)−

1− F (θ)

f(θ)
uxθ(z, θ)

]
dz

and see that the integrand, Jx(z, θ), increases pointwise under (i) and (ii). As Jx increases

pointwise and J is strictly quasiconcave, we moreover have that φP increases pointwise while

φA remains unchanged. Let φP , J , V ∗, and Π∗ be evaluated at the original π and/or F , and

φ̃P , J̃ , Ṽ ∗, and Π̃∗ be the same objects evaluated at the new π̃ and/or F̃ .

We first study consumer welfare and establish that Ṽ ∗ ≥ V ∗. See that (by Equation 29):

(47) Ṽ ∗(θ) =

∫ θ

0

uθ(φ̃∗(s), s) ds ≥
∫ θ

0

uθ(φ
∗(s), s) ds = V ∗(θ)

for all θ ∈ Θ, where the inequality follows as u is strictly single-crossing in (x, θ) and

φ̃∗ = min{φ̃P , φA} ≥ min{φP , φA} = φ∗. Showing that Ṽ ∗N − V ∗N ≥ Ṽ ∗ − V ∗ is equivalent to

showing that Ṽ ∗N − Ṽ ∗ ≥ V ∗N − V ∗, or (by Equation 29):

(48)

∫ θ

0

[(
uθ(φ̃

∗
N(s), s)− uθ(φ̃∗(s), s)

)
− (uθ(φ

∗
N(s), s)− uθ(φ∗(s), s))

]
ds ≥ 0 ,∀θ ∈ Θ

There are three possible cases for each s ∈ Θ to compute the integrand:

i φP (s) < φA(s) and φ̃P (s) < φA(s). Hence: φ∗(s) = φP (s) = φ∗N(s) and φ̃∗(s) =

φ̃P (s) = φ̃∗N(s). In this case, the value of the integrand is zero.

ii φP (s) < φA(s) and φ̃P (s) ≥ φA(s). Hence: φ∗(s) = φP (s) = φ∗N(s) and φ̃∗(s) = φA(s).

Thus, the integrand is uθ(φ̃
P (s), s)− uθ(φA(s), s) ≥ 0 by strict single-crossing of u.

iii φP (s) ≥ φA(s) and φ̃P (s) ≥ φA(s), so φ∗(s) = φA(s) and φ̃∗(s) = φA(s). Thus, the

value of the integrand is uθ(φ̃
P (s), s)− uθ(φP (s), s) ≥ 0 by strict single-crossing of u.

Thus, the integrand is positive for all s ∈ Θ and the claimed inequality holds.

We now study producer welfare and establish that Π̃∗ ≥ Π∗. By Proposition 1, we have:

(49) Π̃∗(θ) = J̃(φ̃∗(θ), θ) ≥ J̃(φ∗(θ), θ) ≥ J(φ∗(θ), θ) = Π∗(θ)
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where the first inequality is by feasibility of φ∗ before and after the change (as φA is un-

changed), and the second inequality follows as J̃ ≥ J . Showing that Π̃∗N(θ) − Π∗N(θ) ≥
Π̃∗(θ)− Π∗(θ) is equivalent to showing that Π̃∗N(θ)− Π̃∗(θ) ≥ Π∗N(θ)− Π∗(θ), or:

(50)
(
J̃(φ̃∗N(θ), θ)− J̃(φ̃∗(θ), θ)

)
− (J(φ∗N(θ), θ)− J(φ∗(θ), θ)) ≥ 0 ,∀θ ∈ Θ

We have that φ∗N(θ) = φP (θ) and φ̃∗N(θ) = φ̃P (θ), and there are three cases for each θ ∈ Θ:

i φP (θ) < φA(θ) and φ̃P (θ) < φA(θ), so φ∗(θ) = φP (θ) = φ∗N(θ) and φ̃∗(θ) = φ̃P (θ) =

φ̃∗N(θ). In this case, the value of the expression is zero.

ii φP (θ) < φA(θ) and φ̃P (θ) ≥ φA(θ), so φ∗(θ) = φP (θ) = φ∗N(θ) and φ̃∗(θ) = φA(θ). In

this case, the value of the expression is J̃(φ̃P (θ), θ)− J̃(φA(θ), θ) ≥ 0 as φ̃P is maximal

for J̃ .

iii φP (θ) ≥ φA(θ) and φ̃P (θ) ≥ φA(θ), so φ∗(θ) = φA(θ) and φ̃∗(θ) = φA(θ). In this case,

the value of the expression is
(
J̃(φ̃P (θ), θ)− J̃(φA(θ), θ)

)
−
(
J(φP (θ), θ)− J(φA(θ), θ)

)
,

and we wish to show that this is positive. Now observe that we can write this inequality

as:

(51)

∫ φ̃P (θ)

φP (θ)

J̃x(z, θ) dz +

∫ φP (θ)

φA(θ)

(
J̃x(z, θ)− Jx(z, θ)

)
dz ≥ 0

As J̃ is strictly quasiconcave and φ̃P is J̃ maximal, we know that
∫ φ̃P (θ)

φP (θ)
J̃x(z, θ) dz ≥ 0.

Moreover, as J̃x ≥ Jx, we have that
∫ φP (θ)

φA(θ)

(
J̃x(z, θ)− Jx(z, θ)

)
dz ≥ 0. The claimed

inequality follows.

Thus, the expression in (50) is positive for all θ ∈ Θ and the claimed inequality follows.

B Additional Results

B.1 Optimal Bunching and Free Disposal

This appendix extends our main analysis to cover cases in which the virtual surplus function

J does not satisfy single-crossing and thereby allows for the possibility that multiple buyer

types bunch on the same level of consumption. We apply techniques from Nöldeke and

Samuelson (2007) to study the inverse problem of assigning types to consumption. For this

reason, we make make the additional assumptions that J is concave and that both πxx and

uxxθ exist and are continuous.
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Denote an inverse consumption function by ψ : X → Θ. This corresponds to an inverse

of the standard consumption function φ. For any monotone ψ, define the correspondence:

(52) Ψ(x) =

[
lim
y→−x

ψ(y), lim
y→+x

ψ(y)

]
which “fills in” discontinuities in the inverse consumption function.30 Moreover, define the

generalized inverse of φA as
(
φA
)[−1]

(x) = min
{
θ ∈ [0, 1] : φA(θ) = x

}
. Our first result

concerns implementation in this setting.

Lemma 4. A consumption function φ is implementable and supported by (φ, T ) if and only

if there exists a monotone inverse consumption ψ : X → Θ such that ψ(x) ≥
(
φA
)[−1]

(x) for

all x ∈ X, θ ∈ Ψ(φ(θ)) for all θ ∈ Θ, and T (x) = C +
∫ x

0
ux(z, ψ(z)) dz with C ≤ 0.

Proof. By construction, (T, ψ) are consistent as defined in Equation 5 in Nöldeke and Samuel-

son (2007). Moreover, φ ≤ φA if and only if ψ ≥ (φA)[−1]. Therefore, the statement immedi-

ately follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007) and the proof

of Lemma 2 in this paper.

We now provide the solution to the seller’s screening problem. Toward simplifying the

seller’s problem, we define the following function:

(54) Ĵ(x, θ) = ux(x, θ)(1− F (θ)) +

∫ 1

θ

πx(x, s) dF (s)

Using this function as well as Lemma 4 in this paper and Remark 1 and Lemma 5 in Nöldeke

and Samuelson (2007), we can re-express the seller’s problem as:

max
ψ

∫ x

0

Ĵ(x, ψ(x)) dx

s.t. ψ(x′) ≥ ψ(x), ψ(x) ≥
(
φA
)[−1]

(x), ∀x′, x ∈ X : x′ ≥ x

(55)

The following result solves this problem and uses the solution to solve Problem 1.

Proposition 5. Problem 55 is solved by the inverse consumption ψ∗ : X → Θ given by

(56) ψ∗(x) = max

{
arg max

θ∈[(φA)[−1](x),1]
Ĵ(x, θ)

}
30Where we follow the convention from Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007) that:

(53) lim
y→−0

ψ(y) = 0, lim
y→+x

ψ(y) = 1

12



Moreover, Problem 1 is solved by φ∗(θ) = inf{x ∈ X : ψ∗(x) ≥ θ} for all θ ∈ Θ.

Proof. We first show that Ĵ is supermodular. We follow Lemma 6 in Nöldeke and Samuelson

(2007) and observe that the cross partial derivative of Ĵ is:

(57) Ĵxθ(x, θ) = − [uxx(x, θ) + πxx(x, θ)] f(θ) + [1− F (θ)]uxxθ(x, θ) = −Jxx(x, θ)f(θ) ≥ 0

where the last inequality uses the concavity of J and f > 0. Next, we argue that the corre-

spondence x 7→ [(φA)[−1](x), 1] is monotone in the strong set order (SSO). This immediately

follows from the fact that (φA)[−1] is increasing. We then apply Theorem 4’ in Milgrom and

Shannon (1994) to argue that ψ∗ is monotone. Since ψ∗ ≥ (φA)[−1], the inverse consumption

function ψ∗ is implementable and therefore optimal in Problem 55.

We now prove the optimality of φ∗ in Problem 1. Given that ψ∗ is monotone and such that

ψ∗ ≥ (φA)[−1], it follows that φ∗ is also monotone and such that φ∗ ≤ φA. Hence, by Lemma

2, it is implementable. Next, suppose there exists an implementable consumption function

φ such that
∫ 1

0
J(φ(θ), θ) dF (θ) >

∫ 1

0
J(φ∗(θ), θ) dF (θ). Given that φ is implementable,

there exist (ξ, T ) that support it. By the proof of Lemma 1 in Nöldeke and Samuelson

(2007) it follows that there exists an inverse consumption function ψ such that T (x) =

T (0) +
∫ x

0
u(z, ψ(z)) dz. In turn, Lemma 3 in Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007) implies that

(58)

∫ x

0

Ĵ(x, ψ∗(x)) dx =

∫ 1

0

J(φ∗(θ), θ) dF (θ) <

∫ 1

0

J(φ(θ), θ) dF (θ) =

∫ x

0

Ĵ(x, ψ(x)) dx

contradicting the optimality of ψ∗ in Problem 55. Therefore, φ∗ solves Problem 1.

As in Nöldeke and Samuelson (2007), bunching manifests in the solution to this problem

as a discontinuity in the resulting inverse consumption function ψ. In particular, whenever ψ

is discontinuous the outcome at the discontinuity is assigned to a positive measure of types.

As explained in Remark 2, these bunching regions in the type space do not generate flat

regions of the optimal price schedule. Similarly to Proposition 2, we can fully characterize

the regions where T ∗ is flat. These are the quantities x where the local constraint θ ∈
[(φA)[−1](x), 1] in (56) binds at the optimum. However, here we do not assume strict concavity

of Ĵ since this would be equivalent to assuming strict supermodularity of J . Therefore, we

cannot rely on first-order conditions to replicate the local characterization of Proposition 2.

We conclude with an example in which the optimal contract features both bunching and a

multi-part tariff:

Example 4. Consumer preferences, the outcome space, and the external revenue function
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Figure 6: Multi-part tariff with bunching in Example 4.

are identical to those in Example 1. The type distribution has density

(59) f(θ) = 1 +
k

2πω
(cos(2πω)− 1) + k sin(2πωθ)

for some k > 0 and ω > 0. We solve the example for α = 1, β = 0, k = 1
2
, and ω = 3.

In Figure 6, we plot φ∗(θ), ψ∗(x), and T (x) in the optimal contract. In the price schedule,

there is both an unlimited subscription and a free trial. A mass of types, approximately

between 0.15 and 0.29, is bunched at the allocation φ∗ = 0.15. These types all consume the

maximum amount possible in the free trial. Anecdotally, this is a common occurrence for

free trials in practice (e.g., the free allotment of online Wall Street Journal articles).

4

B.2 Competition and Free Disposal

In this appendix, we study the relationship between competition and optimal pricing under

free disposal. We do this by comparing our monopoly screening benchmark with one model of

perfect competition. We show that our results are robust to this extension by demonstrating

that zero marginal pricing is in fact more prevalent under perfect competition.

The nature of perfect competition we consider is that our monopolist faces a perfectly

competitive fringe of firms that can enter and displace them to serve the entire market.

In this case (as in, e.g., Grubb, 2009), the equilibrium contract maximizes expected con-

sumer surplus subject to our usual implementation constraints and a new constraint that
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the monopolist actually wishes to serve the market. That is, the screening problem becomes:

sup
φ,ξ,T

∫
Θ

(u(φ(θ), θ)− T (ξ(θ))) dF (θ)

s.t. (O),(IC),(IR)∫
Θ

(π(φ(θ), θ) + T (ξ(θ))) dF (θ) ≥ 0

(60)

The last constraint, which we call “Monopolist’s IR,” encodes the requirement that the

monopolist wishes to serve the market compared to an outside option of earning nothing.

Toward characterizing the solution of this problem, define the total surplus function as

S(x, θ) = π(x, θ) + u(x, θ). In analogy to our assumptions that J is strictly single-crossing

and strictly quasiconcave, we assume that S is strictly single-crossing in (x, θ) and strictly

quasiconcave in x. We further define the total surplus maximizing consumption level as

φO(θ) = arg maxx∈X S(x, θ).

Proposition 6. The equilibrium consumption under perfect competition is φPC = min{φA, φO}.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we have that agents’ transfers under any locally incentive

compatible menu are given by Equation 23 for some C ∈ R. We can therefore rewrite the

objective (using the same integration-by-parts argument as Lemma 3) as:

(61) − C +

∫
Θ

1− F (θ)

f(θ)
uθ(φ(θ), θ) dF (θ)

By integrating over types, we can then express the monopolist’s IR constraint as:

(62)

∫
Θ

(
π(φ(θ), θ) + u(φ(θ), θ)− 1− F (θ)

f(θ)
uθ(φ(θ), θ)

)
dF (θ) + C ≥ 0

Thus, the optimal C sets this inequality tight. Substituting, we obtain that the objective

function becomes
∫

Θ
S(φ(θ), θ) dF (θ). Moreover, by the same arguments as in Lemma 2, the

remaining implementation constraints are that φ(θ) ≤ φA(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ, φ is monotone

increasing and u(φ(0), 0)− t(0) ≥ 0. By identical arguments to Proposition 1 (as S is strictly

single-crossing and quasiconcave), it follows that the optimal consumption levels satisfy

φPC(θ) = min{φA(θ), φO(θ)}, which is monotone. Moreover, t(0) = C + u(φPC(0), 0) ≤ 0 as

C is negative and u(φPC(0), 0) ≥ 0 as φPC(0) ∈ [0, φA(0)].

We now show that zero marginal pricing is more prevalent under perfect competition:

Corollary 3. The set of outcomes at which there is flat pricing under perfect competition

includes the set of outcomes at which there is flat pricing under monopoly pricing.
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Proof. Define HPC(x) = Sx

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

for all x ∈ X∗ and observe that:

HPC(x) = Sx

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

= ux

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

+ πx

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

≥ ux

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

+ πx

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)
−

1− F
((
φA
)−1

(x)
)

f
(
(φA)−1 (x)

) uxθ

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

= Jx

(
x,
(
φA
)−1

(x)
)

= H(x)

(63)

Thus, H(x) ≥ 0 =⇒ HPC(x) ≥ 0. Hence, by an identical argument to Proposition 2,

whenever T ∗ is flat, so is T PC .

The intuition for this result is that there are no quantity distortions from information

rents under the competitive solution. Thus, total-surplus-maximizing consumption is greater

than virtual-surplus-maximizing consumption, and the constraint φ ≤ φA binds more often.

C Microfoundations of Revenue from Usage

C.1 Network Effects from Platform Externalities

Sellers may value usage because it makes the platform more valuable for other end users.

That is, usage generates network effects. Examples include networking services (e.g., LinkedIn),

matching services (e.g., Tinder, Match.com, or OK Cupid), online games (e.g., Fortnite,

Candy Crush Saga, or World of Warcraft), and content-streaming platforms with social

rating systems (e.g., Hulu or Netflix).

The function W : X ×Θ→ R+ maps each agent’s consumption to a positive externality

for every agent. Agents’ payoffs if they participate, given a consumption function φ, are:

(64) v
(
x, θ, (φ(s))s∈[0,1]

)
= u(x, θ) +

∫ 1

0

W (φ(s), s) dF (s)

with the maintained assumption of a zero outside option otherwise. The rest of the model

is as in Section I. The externality of others’ usage is obtained by an agent whenever they

use the platform at the extensive margin. This makes the model amenable to settings where

an agent may gain from participating, even if they do not regularly use the platform. For

example, having a LinkedIn profile may generate the “passive” benefit of being findable by

job recruiters, even if the user spends essentially zero time using the website. In analogy to
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the main analysis, we assume that the modified virtual surplus function

(65) J†(x, θ) = π(x, θ) + u(x, θ) +W (x, θ)− 1− F (θ)

f(θ)
uθ(x, θ)

is strictly quasiconcave in x and strictly single-crossing in (x, θ). We now show how this

setting maps to our baseline setting of Section I.

Lemma 5. Optimal consumption is given by φ∗(θ) = min{φA(θ), φP (θ)}, where φA(θ) =

arg maxx∈X u(x, θ) and φP (θ) = arg maxx∈X J†(x, θ).

Proof. Observe first that the externality cannot affect the Obedience or Incentive Compati-

bility constraints since it has no dependence on consumer choice. The Individual Rational-

ity constraint becomes v
(
φ(θ), θ, (φ(s))s∈[0,1]

)
≥ 0. The same arguments from the proof of

Lemma 3 imply that, without loss of optimality, we can restrict attention to allocations in

which all agents participate (as W ≥ 0), but now where C =
∫

Θ
W (φ(θ), θ) dF (θ). Thus, by

Equation 36, the objective of the monopolist is now
∫

Θ
J†(x, θ) dF (θ) and the constraints are

the same as those in Equation 34. The result then follows by application of the arguments

in the proof of Proposition 1.

Intuitively, since the externality is excludable, or not available to agents that do not

participate in the mechanism, the seller can extract the full value of the externality as part

of a “participation fee.” Thus, each agent’s marginal contribution to the externality, W (x, θ),

is “as if” additional usage-derived revenue.

C.2 Irrational Addiction

Addicted users are commonly cited as a major source of revenue for digital goods (see, e.g.,

Allcott, Gentzkow and Song, 2022). In this appendix, we describe a simple microfoundation

of how external revenue could be derived from irrational addiction of consumers.

Suppose that agents live for two periods but are myopic. Let x ∈ X be the agent’s

consumption today (t = 0) and x̃ ∈ X their consumption tomorrow (t = 1). An agent of

type θ ∈ Θ believes they have lifetime payoff from consumption x given by u(x, θ), where

u satisfies our running assumptions. In reality, however, the agent also values consumption

tomorrow. Moreover, the more (or less) that they consumed today the more (or less) they

value consumption tomorrow. Thus, at t = 1, the agent has utility function ũ : X2×Θ→ R,

where u(x, x̃, θ) is their payoff. This complete myopia can be thought of as an extreme

form of the inattention toward habit formation that Allcott, Gentzkow and Song (2022)

find is necessary to empirically rationalize the total demand for six ubiquitous mobile apps

(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, web browsers, and YouTube).
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Observe that given a full-revelation mechanism (or equivalently under observation of

agent consumption under an implementable mechanism), the seller knows the agent’s type

tomorrow. Thus, when agents consume x today and their type is θ, tomorrow the monopolist

sells them x̃∗(x, θ) ∈ arg maxx̃∈X ũ(x, x̃, θ) and charges a transfer of π(x, θ) = ũ(x, x̃∗(x, θ), θ)

to extract full surplus. Thus, from the perspective of today, the monopolist faces the non-

linear pricing problem we study in the main text, with an external revenue function π

that captures the gains from addicting a user through contemporaneous consumption and

extracting this surplus from them in the future.

C.3 Overconfidence

A natural reason why a seller may allocate more of a good than an agent wants ex post is

that the agent expected to want something different ex ante. This story is at the heart of

Grubb (2009)’s analysis of selling to overconfident consumers and his leading example of

pricing cell phone plans, a context in which individuals regularly (based on anecdotes and

empirical exploration) underestimate the variance of their future demand (see also Grubb

and Osborne, 2015). We now illustrate how over-confidence at the participation stage can

be mapped to our framework as a particular external revenue function.

The Grubb (2009) model is a monopoly pricing model, with continuous, increasing, and

convex production costs K(x) and no additional revenue from usage. The twist relative to

the standard model is that agents decide whether to participate ex ante without knowing

their type θ, but with a prior belief θ ∼ F̌ which may differ from the objective truth θ ∼ F

(see Grubb (2009) for the full details of the model). The common individual rationality

constraint for all consumers is that the expected payoff at the allocation (φ(θ), ξ(θ), t(θ))θ∈Θ

exceeds the outside option 0, or

(66)

∫ 1

0

(u(φ(θ), θ)− t(θ)) dF̌ (θ) ≥ 0

We derive the following mapping of the Grubb (2009) model into ours:

Lemma 6. The optimal consumption in the monopoly problem of Grubb (2009) is equal to

the consumption that solves Problem 1, with π(x, θ) = 1−F̌ (θ)
f(θ)

uθ(x, θ)−K(x)

Proof. This follows immediately from our Lemma 3 and Proposition 1 in Grubb (2009).

Observe first that, in a classical model with correctly specified expectations F̌ = F , the

first term in π cancels with the information rents and the Obedience constraint is always

slack in the optimum. With mis-specified F̌ 6= F , the first term and information rents do

not cancel. When the first term stemming from overconfidence dominates both production
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costs and information rents on the margin at x ∈ X, the model generates H(x) > 0 and

multi-part tariffs. Grubb (2009) applies this model to understand the occurrence of trial

tiers (in our language) in cell phone pricing.
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